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In New Zealand, education facilities are typically placed in buildings which are adapted for reuse.  This is common, for example, 
in the case of residential homes being adapted, to house smaller institutions such as early childhood centres. As schooling 
compromises around 70 percent of a child’s life and cultivates the path for our children’s futures, a question arises as to why 
the importance of educational spaces is not usually reflected through their architectural identity. Education architecture, in 
general, exhibits a sense of anonymity as it typically blends within its surrounding community, therefore, ‘Total Fluidity’ aims 
to identify fundamental design principles for learning by drawing on a range of key learning theories to create a contemporary 
architectural typology that reflects the significance and purpose of education.

The project investigates built pedagogy and draws attention to how the innovative techniques of Zaha Hadid (1950-2016) 
could mutate and manipulate a form to encourage children’s curiosity and investigation using the architecture. A review of 
literature on the importance of learning theories in educational design was undertaken including the writing of Ana Luz and 
Mary Barlow who argue that learning in a space designed in accordance to the applied learning theories affects how one teaches 
and also how one learns, acts and responds. Patrik Schumacher, director of Zaha Hadid Architects, expresses her involvement as 
shaping the culture of architecture and pushing all boundaries of formal strategies. Hence, Hadid’s design techniques became 
a noteworthy set of tools to create flexible, dynamic and transformational learning environments and this project asks: 

How can Zaha Hadid’s techniques and key learning theories inform the design of flexible, dynamic and transformational 
learning environments? 

Hadid’s artistic and architectural techniques offers insights that could help diminish the negative qualities of anonymity 
in New Zealand education facilities typologies. Driven by the originality and distinctiveness of Hadid’s designs, this project 
aims to thoroughly examine the techniques she used to generate creative and playful environments in order to formulate a 
structure that emphasises learning through the architecture itself. If successfully achieved, this project has the potential to offer 
something genuinely beneficial to New Zealand education. 
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The key objectives of this research project are to understand the unconventional design ideas of 
Hadid in search of a contemporary architectural typology that:

·	 acknowledges the importance of learning;

·	 creates an understanding of how education can be perceived from the exterior and 
interior of an education facility;

·	 has the potential to be applied to any existing educational facility;

·	 incorporates modern learning theories and tools that will benefit the cognitive 
development of students while mitigating the anonymity of educational facilities; 

·	 establishes relationships with public surroundings and communities by bringing 
awareness to the importance of learning and rehabilitating the sense of pride within the 
education facility; and

·	 tests the design strategies on different educational facilities and various locations to 
explore ideas for future development.

The key aims of this research project are to:

·	 seek new, meaningful design schemes by 
drawing on Hadid’s design approaches;

·	 reduce the anonymity of educational facilities in 
New Zealand; and 

·	 create connections to surrounding communities 
to reflect the pride and identity behind New 
Zealand education facilities. 

objectives

aimsproject outline

b
a
c
k
g
r
o
u
n
d Formal education begins at school and according to Mark Dudek, architect and writer 

specialised in education design, there is a responsibility to represent “education” within 
the architecture of each school.1 A substantial proportion of New Zealand’s educational 
architecture is typically hidden behind traditional façade designs which this project 
identifies as an issue. This is because facade design plays a vital role in enhancing the 
physical appearance of an area and as the Auckland Design Manual suggests they should 
be “designed to stand up to critical observation from near and afar.”2 If the buildings appear 
as similar duplicates the architecture loses the capacity to reflect pride in its identity and 
fails to contribute to the overall appeal of the nearby community.

This project challenges such anonymity of typical educational architecture by determining 
how the design of New Zealand’s educational facilities can be reconceived to respond well 
to the communities they are situated in. This will be addressed through the investigation of 
key learning theories, while also drawing upon the work of leading contemporary architects 
and in this case, particularly the ground-breaking architectural work of Zaha Hadid (1950-
2016) is utilised to inform the design strategies. 

Jeanette Winter’s book, The World Is Not a Rectangle, explores Hadid’s life and work. Via 
vivid illustrations, Winter tells the story of Hadid’s unconventional designs and explains 
that for a period of time in Hadid’s early career, her work was not well received by the 
public, however she never lost hope. Winter’s book was written to inspire children to be 
themselves as opposed to just ‘fitting in with the crowd’.  It was intended to encourage 
children to strive for their aspirations by offering a glimpse into Hadid’s exciting, dynamic 
and imaginative world. Like Winter’s text, this project will incorporate the methods and 
techniques used by Hadid to create an architectural intervention which will allow children 
to gain experiences and insights beyond what is typically possible via standard learning 
methods within conventional educational spaces.

1 Mark Dudek, Architecture of Schools : The New Learning Environments (London: Architectural 
 Press, 2000), 131. 
2 “Facade Design,” Auckland Design Manual, accessed June 29, 2020, http://content.auckland
 designmanual.co.nz/sites-and-buildings/mixed-use/details/guidance/thebuilding/sections/facad
 edesign/Pages/default.aspx.

By using Hadid ‘s methods and key learning theories, 
this project focuses on the optimal approach to 
design education facilities and their learning 
environments, whether existing or new. Through 
application of Hadid’s techniques and research, the 
scope of the project was narrowed to concentrate 
on early childhood education in order to develop a 
design proposal. This project was initially speculative 
and was then tested on site as a means to develop a 
feasible design outcome. 

The design results were tested on two significantly 
different sites, being, the Silverdale site (suburban 
rural area) and the Wynyard Quarter site (dense 
urban area) to demonstrate the potential schemes 
that could be built using the systemised methods of 
Hadid. One design is developed further to produce 
the design proposal and by the end of this project, it 
becomes apparent that the approaches utilised can 
be modified to suit any education facility.
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How can Zaha Hadid’s techniques and 
key learning theories inform the design 
of flexible, dynamic and transformational 
learning environments? 
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This project explores how a design methodology focused on Hadid’s techniques and processes could be integrated into the framework of the 
educational facility. The investigation will explore how these techniques and methods can manipulate an existing or new structure to encourage 
different learning theories. Educational facilities in the 21st century should be flexible in order to provide students with optimal learning 
opportunities. However, in New Zealand, many educational facilities show little reflection of flexible spaces by use of architectural design 
strategies. Architecture is a credible educational tool, so why is it not being used as one? This question is the reason for this research project and 
supports the exploration of using architecture as a way of learning, not just the practise of designing a building. This will be explored by creating 
spaces that encourage learning and facilitate teaching rather 
than the average educational facility that is merely a shell for 
teaching to occur.

Given that children are the foundation of our future and that 
schooling compromises around 80 per cent of their young 
lives, the scope of this research project will focus on the 
positive reinforcement of New Zealand educational facilities, 
in order to foster a healthy and meaningful relationship 
between children and their respective learning environments.

This research project is not intended to be a tribute to Hadid. 
While it is still appropriate to understand Hadid’s background, 
her persona will not be researched in extensive detail and 
instead the value and significance of her unique style will 
be researched and applied to the educational architecture of 
New Zealand.  

Limitations of this research project include:

1. lack of information from Hadid herself   in relation to her techniques, 
methods and processes (noting there were several other sources who 
have tried to interpret this which have been used in this research); and

2. limited testing on different types of educational facilities. This research 
project focuses solely on early childhood but could be used for different 
forms of education facilities (such as primary or tertiary education).

3. Limited time to research and understand the context in depth due to 
the project initialling not having a site to research. If a site was chosen 
earlier, the project would consider working aside the Mana Whenua and 
Te Aranga Design principles. 
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Figure 2. Zaha Hadid early drawings (Photo by Luke Hayes).
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There are three bodies of knowledge central to this research project. Firstly, the work of Hadid; secondly, the anonymity and the argument (current design 
strategies and why they should be improved); and thirdly, the methodology and design opportunities that will contribute to successful learning.  

1. The work of Hadid

Hadid was a renowned architect known for her design style and process that disrupts all constructive 
and comprehensive procedures to introduce (formerly) unimaginable outcomes.3 Hadid was 
esteemed for her ability to disregard rules and her persistent experimentation4 as she utilised a 
range of techniques in her design work, including fracture, distortion, fluidity, curvaceousness and 
more.5

The design strategy will be informed through a thorough analysis of literature and precedents 
such as Zaha Hadid: Inspiration and Process in Architecture where multiple different authors discuss 
the methods and techniques behind Hadid’s sketches, paintings, and architectural forms. This 
book also includes an interview between Hadid, Francesca Serrezanetti and Matteo Schubert that 
questions Hadid’s preferred tools and research strategies.6 

A range of Hadid’s early paintings will be reviewed along with her recent architectural work to 
highlight the different techniques she used to mutate and manipulate forms and how they were 
transformed in her more recent works. Hadid explains that the ability to design using different 
scales and mediums allowed for optimum creativity, the opportunity to express emotion and 
promote continuous exploration.7 Therefore, designing an education environment where creativity 
and continuous exploration are encouraged is fitting to guide this project. 

3 Germano Celant, “Zaha Hadid: Adventure in Architecture,” in Zaha Hadid, ed. G. Celant and M. Ramírez-Montagut (New 
 York: Guggenheim Museum Publications, 2006), 22.
4 Maya Oppenheim, “Zaha Hadid: How Did She Change Architecture and Its View of Women? ,” Independent, updated 
 May 31, 2017, https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/art/zaha-hadid-architect-why-important-iraq-wom
 en-buildings-google-doodle-architecture-a7763836.html.
5 Zaha Hadid and Issei Miyake, “Zaha and Fashion,” Abitare, April 2011, 140.
6 Francesca Serrazanetti and Matteo Schubert, “From the ‘80s on. Manuak Dexterity and Visionary Power,” in Zaha Hadid: 
 Inspiration and Process in Architecture (China: Moleskine, 2011), 6.
7 “Zaha Hadid Design,” Good Form, accessed July 27, 2020, https://www.goodform.co.nz/zaha-hadid-design.

2. The anonymity and the impact

Literature provided from the Ministry of Education will help inform the current state of education facilities in New 
Zealand and what methods and design strategies are currently being used to support learning. The anonymity and 
argument are shown through the texts, The Hungry Mind: The Origins of Curiosity in Childhood and Environment 
and Children: Passive Lessons from the Everyday Environment which help to inform the importance between the 
environment and the design in relation to a child’s learning habits. Christopher Day and Anita Midbjer discuss 
how the brain processes thoughts and adapts through environmental experiences.8 

This research project will also draw upon significant precedents located in other parts of the world to understand 
how similar ideas and techniques of Hadid’s have been incorporated into existing education facilities. Chuon 
Chuon Kim 2 Kindergarten, located in Vietnam is a prominent precedent that was investigated as the design 
successfully portrays the pride and identity that captivates parents and their children. The design will incorporate 
flexibility and curiosity, successfully evoking creativity and exploration in a child or adult’s mind.  

3. Methodology and design opportunities

This literature is relevant as the New Zealand government envisions New Zealand to be the “best place in the 
world for children and young people.”9 The educational environment allows children to develop healthy habits as 
it is where they spend most of their time,10 therefore, theories such as active learning and built pedagogy will be 
investigated and incorporated into the design process.

8 Christopher Day and Anita Midbjer, Environment and Children Passive Lessons From the Everyday Environment (Oxford: Architectural 
 Press, 2007), 3.
9 “Wellbeing in Education,” Education.govt.nz, Ministry of Education, accessed June 29, 2020, https://www.education.govt.nz/our-work/
 overall-strategies-and-policies/wellbeing-in-education/.
10 Jennipher Shaver, “New Jersey Bans Junk Food in Schools,” Active, accessed July 27, 2020, https://www.active.com/articles/new-jersey-
 bans-junk-food-in-schools.

Much has been discussed on the issue of anonymity in New Zealand education facilities and the need for education architecture to incorporate design 
strategies to link learning to the environment. However, it is still unclear if this can be done successfully with consideration of current learning theories.
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This research project was approached through a research-informs-design 
strategy. This is outlined in the two diagrams below- 

·	 diagram one informs the research stage of the projects; and 

·	 diagram two explores the design aspect. 

Both diagrams overlap with one another as the project structure required 
shifts between both research and design. 

methodology 

research question

stage one

zaha hadid

technique exposure

background knowledge
upbringing / school/ mentors

natural infl uence

design process

design strategies

case studies

introduction

step by step

care, playfulness, fluidity, 
facture and complexity

site and placement

from sketch to final form

visual and sketching analysis

conclusion

literature review 
reflection

aims & objectives
scope & limitations

stage two

the learning environment

early childhood education

current state of 
new zealand learning

case studies

built pedagogy

active learning theories

the impact learning theories

design engagement

nature & topography, interior space, 
form, programme

testing choice

conclusion

stage three

methods and design oppurtunities

design response

design stage one:
technique treatment

design stage one:
applying technique 
to form

design stage one:
testing method 
scenarios

Figure 5. Literature Methodology Diagram (Diagram by author). 

Stage One

Investigation on all things Hadid which looked into her techniques, methods and 
processes in order to understand how these could be implemented into the learning 
environment. 

Stage Two

To establish the current design strategies in place within New Zealand educational 
facilities and how these could be improved. Specifically, research into early childhood 
facilities and learning theories to understand how these may merge together to 
influence the future design.

Stage Three

The combination of the three state of knowledge topics (discussed above) to highlight 
the methodology and design opportunities for the design proposal. This will be 
achieved using the ideas of key learning theories and built pedagogy. 
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Stage One

To determine a precise and clear understanding of the techniques Hadid employs and applies these 
techniques to start the experimentation process. Introducing learning theory research and testing how 
it may be influenced by Hadid’s techniques to create learning scenarios.

Stage Two

To apply the scenarios within conceptual forms and placing them onto different sites to see how they 
will work physically. Stage two will consist of many trials and tests to see how the scenarios may work 
together and  with the sites. 

Stage Three

Development of learning theory scenarios by applying the techniques to the chosen form in order to 
explore how the different methods of active learning will inhabit the design.

Stage Four

Development of the final design which includes interior and exterior treatment and refinement, 
materiality, colour placement, structural analysis and more. At this stage the final design outcome will 
be produced.

research question

stage one

technique treatment

abstraction of zaha hadid 
techniques

modes & medians

testing method
applying techniques to form

active learning 
introduction

testing method
applying techniques to form

testing method
scenario creation

exploration

application
the learning enviroment

application
combination & care

treatment
interior

treatment
exterior

space | form | story | programme

formal exploration

conclusion

stage two

placement | site testing

hand drawings

site analysis

scenario influence

influenced from 
surrounding site features

conclusion
refl ection on site one

testing method
site one

model making

topography | view points | connections

testing method
applying techniques to form

hand drawings

site analysis

scenario influence

influenced from 
surrounding site features

testing method
site one

model making

topography | view points | connections

testing method
applying techniques to form

conclusion
refl ection on site two

stage three

programme testing

scenario placement

site two
concept selection

S5S4S4S2S1

plans and levels 
sketch layout 

stage four

one selection

further application of  techniques |
biophilic design | colour placement | etc

refinement of  design

painting renders3d models

final design

conclusion

Figure 6. Design Process Methodology Diagram (Diagram by author). 
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Hadid believed education architecture was important as education buildings provide 
the foundations of a community.11 This review seeks to explore the fundamental 
techniques and ideas Hadid uses to mutate and morph forms to become vital works 
of art and draws on discussions about Hadid’s design strategies and processes to 
understand how to influence one’s emotions in a space. Hadid’s work is considered 
to be of particular architectural significance as her projects reflect the evolution of 
contemporary architecture. Hadid’s key techniques and design strategies are valuable 
to architecture today and will be drawn on to create architectural spaces that are 
“animated, filled with drama, vivaciousness and [portray] liveliness.”12 

Hadid was considered to be one of the most influential female architects of her time. 
Born in Baghdad, Iraq on October 31st, 1950, Hadid grew up in a wealthy Muslim 
household.13 In 1971, Hadid moved to London to study at the Architectural Association 
under her two mentors, Rem Koolhaas and Elia Zenghalis14 and during this time she 
found inspiration from the Russian avant-garde and Suprematism art work of Kazimir 
Malevich, where she developed her own distinctive design process. 

11 Zaha Hadid, “The Brixton School,” Abitare, April 2011, 121.
12 Carolyn McDowall, “Zaha Hadid, Woman of Influence – Beyond British Architecture,” The  
 Culture Concept Circle, updated April 12, 2016, https://www.thecultureconcept.com/za
 ha-hadid-woman-of-influence-beyond-british-architecture.
13 Amatalraof Abdullah Abdalwahid, “Zaha Hadid: Form Making Strategies for De
 sign,” (master’s thesis, Universiti Teknologi Maylaysia, 2013), 26, https://doi.org/10.1017/
 CBO9781107415324.004.
14 Alan Yentob, “Zaha Hadid - Who Dares Wins,” Lemak Enami, 2016, YouTube Video, 20:05, 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXvt5LQMK9M&list=FL1wpd6lflO29TMXf48d_zbQ&in
 dex=5&t=10s.

For a more detailed discussion of Hadid’s persona see Appendix A. 
This review opens with a detailed discussion on Hadid and will shift 
to a broad discussion of the New Zealand education system and 
teaching pedagogies in its closing sections.

introduction
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Hadid expresses there should be no end to experimentation15 and is known for using multiple techniques to find the right 
degree of intricacy and complexity. To translate her ideas into the invisible real world, Hadid created revolutionary rules that 
pushed the boundaries of design, space and architecture. She had the ability to see how effective nature, art and architecture was 
together and used a specific set of techniques to enhance aesthetics and attract people to her designs.16 

In the text Zaha Hadid, Detlef Mertins and Joseph Giovannini, discuss the many techniques Hadid explores which these include 
but are not limited to: distorting, morphing, stretching, stressing, clustering, layering, compressing, pixelating, terracing, 
folding,17 eroding, craving, warping, bending, twisting and spiralling18 the form to animate them with movement, energy, speed 
and direction.19 Hadid applies these techniques of movement into static structures to create the illusion of motion. Gordana 
Fontana- Giusti also describes Hadid’s recent work to show complexity through seamless and smooth blending as they seem to 
be without joins.20 

Hadid’s fluid structures were inspired by her Islamic upbringing, notably the calligraphy and ornamental floral patterns that are 
used in Islamic architecture. She used symbols to create fluid spaces that continually move in correspondence to past religions and religious architecture without being 
iconographic.21 Hadid’s architecture defies all rules and limitations to create a complexity that is often hidden in New Zealand education facilities. Patrik Schumacher, now 
director of Zaha Hadid Architects, describes Hadid’s work to push the boundaries of formal strategies and the order of architecture itself.22 Schumacher also expresses Hadid’s 
involvement in shaping the culture of architecture through topographical movement, formal mutation, spatial development, compositional concepts and the importance of 
implementing new medians, modes and patterns of occupancy.23 

15 Hans Ulrich Obrist, “Zaha Hadid: Sketching the Future,” HENI Talks, 2018, YouTube Video, 1:38, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GW3CDwcv-X8&list=FL1wpd6lflO29TMXf48d_zbQ&index=8.
16 Abdalwahid, “Zaha Hadid,” 89.
17 Joseph Giovannini, “In the Nature of Design Materials: The Instruments of Zaha Hadid’s Vision,” in Zaha Hadid, ed. Germano Celant and Mónica Ramírez-Montagut (New York: Guggenheim Muse
 um Publications, 2006), 28..
18 Gordana Fontana- Giusti, “A Forming Element,” in Zaha Hadid Text and References, ed. P. Schumacher and G. Fontana- Giustui (London: Thomas Manss & Company, 2004), 29.
19 Detlef Mertins, “The Modernity of Zaha Hadid,” in Zaha Hadid, ed. Germano Celant and Mónica Ramírez-Montagut (New York: Guggenheim Museum Publications, 2006), 25.. 
20 Fontana-Giusti, “A Forming Element,” 23.
21 Yentob, “Zaha Hadid - Who Dares Wins,”1:02:22.
22 Patrik Schumacher, “Mechanism of Radical Innovation,” in Zaha Hadid Text and References, ed. G. Fontana-Giusti and P. Schumacher (London: Thomas Manss & Company, 2004), 75.
23 Schumacher, “Mechanism of Radical Innovation,” 59.
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“Zaha Hadid has been a vital engine of mutation within the culture of architecture.”

- Patrik Schumacher.24

24  Schumacher, “Mechanism of Radical Innovation,” 71.

- Patrik Schumacher.24

“Zaha Hadid has been a vital 
engine of mutation within the 
culture of architecture.”
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This collage was made from arranging Zaha Hadid’s projects from earliest (top left) to latest 
(bottom right). This drawing helped inform the technique breakdown (discussed below) and 
also highlights the absence of creative and imaginative design approaches in current early 
childhood facilities when compared to Kindergarten City (Figure 61 - page 69).
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The table below demonstrates the main techniques that Hadid used to elevate her formal design work. The terms: care, fluidity/ fracture, complexity, and playfulness were prominent when 
analysing the literature of Hadid’s work and have been used as the theoretical basis for this exploration as categories to suit the design technique. They are explained as follows: 

breakdown and architectural application of zaha hadid 

Care the effort required to journey through the complexity of the surface, to find the point of access, and to search for the new form.25 

Fluidity  without joins, smooth in its synthesis and blending,26 creating a sense of rhythm through open and adaptable strategies.

Fracture   continually distorting, morphing, stretching, and stressing the form- animating them will energy, direction, variability and speed.27

Complexity the use of unpredictable and uncommon methods through architecture, something utterly different from its surrounding.

Playfulness temporary relaxation of the rules in order to explore the possibilities of alternative rules (allows for experimentation while acknowledging reason).28

25  Fontana- Giusti, “A Forming Element,” 35.
26  Fontana- Giusti, “A Forming Element,” 23.
27  Mertins, “The Modernity of Zaha Hadid,” 25.
28  Schumacher, “Mechanism of Radical Innovation,” 73.

The ‘Architectural Devices’ column can be identified using the key below: 

Figure 9. Key for Zaha Hadid techniques table (Drawing by author).

Volume of a structure

Building movement/ pathway

Materiality

Use of form

Doors/ windows/ Openings

Slopes

Boundaries

Rigid vs fluidity

Prominent feature

Colour

Light vs heavy

Layering

Play-of-light

Finishing

Site features

Scaling

Parallel lines

Movement

Curves

Concave vs Convex

Sensory

Human/ non-human interaction

Frozen movement

Rigid

Perforation 

Central axis

Stairs

Turning points

Misrepresentation

Rotation

Compression

Flexible movement

Compact spaces

Theme hinted

Conceptual process

Construction based

Open areas

Structural, internal and external 

Topography

Flexible construction

Columns

Parametric

Non-defined spaces

Shapeless

Ornamentation

Ground contact
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category technique architectural 
device

formal example how does it enhance 
learning?

visual 
representation 

Care SPACE
The dimensions of height, 
depth, and width within 
which all things exist and 
move.

• Sense of a journey in space and time
• Creates sense being free or enclosed
• Can be heavily influenced through the   
    building programme
• Can influence one’s movements 
    through a building

• Space can create an imaginary world 
    for children
• Single rooms can act as multiple 
    scenarios where children are able to 
    play and learn

Care BLOCK 
Adding restraints in required 
areas to prevent, stop 
movement or operation.

• Can influence one’s movements 
    through a building
• Safety measures 
• Defines Spaces

• Separate learning from play
• Restraints for children to overcome
• Safety design feature

Care JUXTAPOSITION
Two things being seen or 
placed close together with 
contrasting effect.

•  Can highlight the contrast between 
     elements
•  Hadid shows this through differing 
     interior and exterior design 

•  Allows children to use their 
     imagination
•  Can draw the child’s mind to an aspect 
     of the design

Care & Complexity FRAGMENTATION 
The process or state of 
breaking or being broken 
into fragments.

• Creation of several separate areas
• Manipulating a structure’s surface, skin 
• Non-rectilinear shapes which appear to 
    distort and dislocate
• Connection to deconstructive 
    architecture

• Manipulation of space to separate 
    forms 
• Creates different unique spaces for 
    children
• Allows the child to feel as there are no 
    limits, the wall is amenable and 
    flexible (New Zealand M.O.E goal)

Care OVERLAPPING
The placement of objects 
over one another in order to 
create the illusion of depth.

•  Differentiation between floor levels
•  Heavily used during Hadid’s design 
    development stage to refine spaces

•  Creates the element of height
•  Children can climb, hide, and explore 
•  Creates entertaining private spaces 

category technique architectural 
device

formal example how does it enhance 
learning?

visual 
representation 

URBAN GRIDS
A matrix for innovation 
within urban development, 
allowing for the creation of 
structures.

• Forming new networks and innovative 
    city systems
• Can inform design strategies, 
    pathways, road layouts and more

• Create connection within the 
    community
• Multi-use facilities
• Connection to neighbouring buildings 
    or site features

Care LINE FORMATION
The use of multiple lines 
to create and replicate a 
pattern.

• Creates frequent formation
    transition spaces
• Hadid uses this technique from sketch 
     to final product (e.g. MAXXI)
• Repetitiveness can create a sense of 
    fluidity

• Guide children or adults through a 
    building
• Create a sequence in the design that 
    becomes pleasing to the eye  

Fluidity & Complexity MELTING 
The action or process of 
liquefying.

• Creating a more relaxed and amenable 
    structure
• Hadid’s Heydar Centre is heavily 
    influenced by melting motions
• The process of fluid and seamless 
    movement throughout the structure

• Calming quality
• Used in areas where children are 
    required to be calm /quiet
• Library, napping areas, study halls

Care COLOUR PLACEMENT
The thoughtful arrangement 
of different colours and 
different shades

• Can be placed to be symbolic, 
    associative, synesthetic, and emotional
• Has the power to make something 
    blend or stand out from its surroundings
• Enhances the ability to intercept better 
    with the surrounding and triggers our 
    mood

• Motivate children’s psychological and 
    sensory development
• Every colour can trigger a different 
    emotion; strategically placing this can 
    help guide the student to do 
    something

Fracture & Complexity EXPLOSION
Shattering or blowing a part 
of an object.

• Space with fractures within them 
    allowing for light penetration
• Layering and cuts into materials 
• Connection to Deconstructive 
    architecture

• Creates intricate spaces for children to 
    explore and learn 
• Can guide the path
• Children are drawn to dynamic places, 
    where unexpected and abnormal 
    things could happen

1
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formal example how does it enhance 
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category technique architectural 
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formal example how does it enhance 
learning?

visual 
representation 

DEFORMATION
To distort the shape or form 
of; make misshapen.

Four types of Deformation- 
Elastic, Stress and Strain, 
Plastic, Fracture.

• Alteration of form or shape
• The action of changing the exact and 
    true shape of something (e.g. Frank    
    Gehry Architecture)
• Play on proportions

• Same as 15Complexity16

Fluidity & Complexity FOLDING
The ability to be bent or 
rearranged into a different 
shape.

• When two horizontal forces act 
    towards a common point from 
    opposite directions
• The technique can be used to layer, 
    panel, differentiate floor levels, etc
• Loose folds create openings

• Same as 517

Complexity & Playfulness ABSTRACTION
Freedom from 
representational qualities 
in art.

• Temporary removal of characteristics 
    in order to explore and highlight other 
    essential characteristics
• Lacks a concrete nature
• Unsafe and uncommon architectural 
    design

• Allows children to explore differently
• Allows freedom to design diverse areas 
• Children are drawn to more dynamic 
    places

18

Fluidity SEAMLESS
Smooth and continuous, 
with no apparent gaps or 
spaces between one part 
and the next.

• Opposite to Hadid’s earlier work which 
    categorises under Fracture
• Hadid shows this technique in her 
    recent work: Heydar Aliyev Centre
• Being able to move from one thing to 
    another and without any interruptions 
    or problems

• Mobility becomes harder in more rigid 
    forms
• Sharp corners make children come to 
    a stop
• Structures that have underlying 
    fluid forms allow for acceleration/ 
    deceleration, a dynamic asymmetry

19

Fluidity & Playfulness INCLINE
A surface or plane that has a 
slope, gradient or pitch.

• A physical feature, landform or 
    constructed line
• Framing mechanism between other 
    building 
• Allows the building to look as though 
    its defying gravity

• Creating a range of heights, dips, and 
    falls
• Creates the illusion that one landscape 
    or room becomes multiple

20

COLLISION
An instance of one or more 
moving objects hitting 
against another.

• Space with fractures within them 
    allowing for light penetration
• Layering and cuts into materials 
• Connection to Deconstructive 
    architecture

• Same as 10Fracture & Complexity11

Fracture & Complexity EROSION
The gradual destruction or 
diminution of something.

• Fragmentation of materials to create 
    spaces, pathways and light shafts
• Connection to Deconstructive 
    architecture

• Movement of the ground to create 
    engaging circulation paths and areas    
    for children to play
• Engagement with the environment

12

Fracture & Complexity SHATTERING
Break or cause to break 
suddenly into pieces.

• Space with fractures within them 
    allowing for light penetration
• Layering and cuts into materials 
• Connection to Deconstructive 
    architecture

• Same as 1013

Fluidity & Complexity TWISTING
To form into a bent, curling, 
or distorted shape or rotate 
around a stationary point.

• Twists and turns allow for hidden 
    changes
• Highrise buildings- rotate floor plates   
    as in grow in height
• Creates an ornamental effect 

• Can draw the eye to a specific area
• Control the movement of the body 
    and the eye
• Hidden design elements that can only 
    be viewed from certain angles

14

Complexity DISTORTION
Pull or twist out of shape to 
give a misleading or false 
account or impression.

• Can be used to exaggerate something 
    and appear different 
• Make a space look different from its   
    intended programme

• Engage children’s imagination
• Oddly shaped areas will draw children 
    to explore and trigger playfulness

15
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21

22

23

24

25

category technique architectural 
device

formal example how does it enhance 
learning?

visual 
representation 

Playfulness CANTILEVER 
A rigid structural element, 
such as a beam or a plate, 
anchored at one end to 
a support from which it 
protrudes.

• Ability to create open spaces that have 
    interesting overhangs
• Use of natural topography by building 
    off the ground
• Inclined or leaning structures

• Same as 25

Playfulness MASS MANIPULATION
The method to modify and 
rearrange one or multiple 
masses to create something 
different.

• The emotional response from 
    occupants from interior and exterior
• Creating spaces specifically for the 
    occupant’s use

• Same as 23

Playfulness MULTIPLE BASES
Having more than one 
element of the structure 
sitting on the ground.

• Many different entries
• Creating roads/ pathways through/ 
    between structures
• Different levels on topography

• Create separate elements to one 
    design
• Multiple different entry points for 
    safety
• Tool to use in schooling that inhabits 
    multiple different ages

26

27

28

Table 1. Zaha Hadid techniques table (Table by author). 

Figure 10-36. Visual representation of Hadid’s techniques (Drawing by author).

KINETIC
In relation to moving parts; 
relating to or resulting from 
motion.

• The shape of the building is designed 
    to fulfil the requirements for the 
    occupants while adapting to the 
    elements of the outside
• Moveable structure
• Mobility 

• Children love to watch and interact 
    with moving objects
• Element of the design that is inspired 
    through motion

Fluidity

Fluidity SMOOTH
Having an even and 
regular surface; free from 
perceptible projections, 
lumps, or indentations.

• Opposite to Hadid’s earlier work which 
    categorises under Fracture
• Hadid shows this technique in her 
    recent work: Heydar Aliyev Centre
• Being able to move from one thing 
    to another easily and without any 
    interruptions or problems
• Flawless exterior finishes

• Same as 19

Playfulness AMORPHOUS
Without a clearly defined 
shape or form.

• Design is not constrained to typical 
    four walls, doors and windows
• No rooms are allocated to just one 
    function
• The idea that form follows function is 
    inapplicable 

• Visually interesting and offers 
    engagement opportunities
• Oddly shaped objects will draw 
    children to explore and trigger 
    playfulness
• Creates interaction with the building

Fluidity CALLIGRAPHY 
The art of producing 
decorative handwriting 
or lettering with a pen or 
brush.

• Flow and curvature of the text can 
    influence the design decisions of the 
    overall form or pattern
• Sky Zoho by Hadid was inspired by 
    Calligraphy
• Arabic Influence / Islamic Architecture
• Culture and Religion

• Same as 19

Playfulness DEFYING GRAVITY
To look as though something 
is floating, having a greater 
opposite force than gravity. 

• Illusion of using multiple thin columns 
    rather than thicker one 
• Dense masses on light supports
• Top-heavy designs
• Inclined or leaning structures

• Symbolises floating or balance
• Intrigues children to interact with the 
    building
• Creates open spaces
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The ‘Architectural Devices’ column can be identified using the key below: 

Figure 9. Key for Zaha Hadid techniques table (Drawing by author).
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This drawing outlines where Hadid employed the different 
techniques into her projects. Hadid city highlights the multiple 

techniques she used to morph and mutate her forms to became 
prominent from its surroundings.
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In addition to the design techniques mentioned previously, the value of 
nature is of high importance in Hadid ‘s projects as she defines architecture 
with vital, raw and earthy qualities more her style.29 Andreas Ruby believes 
Hadid had a passion for picking complex sites as it encouraged her to 
clone the design within the building.30 Schumacher explains Zaha Hadid 
Architects utilises ideas from rivers, branching systems and more to develop 
an architectural space31 as the built environment should have the same 
complexity and coherency to the surrounding nature.32 

Hadid incorporates techniques of slopes, seamlessness and folds to enhance the dimension of a plane33 
and these soft drapery like displays act as openings that cut through the air to visualise new horizons.34 
When designing the MAXXI Museum in Rome, Hadid used the influence of the nearby river to create 
a ‘delta of rivers’ acting as it has been frozen in time as they cross through and branch off one another 
indicating direction, structural integrity and courtyard spaces.35 Hadid also expressed the significance of 
the site in her first architectural build, the Vitra Fire Station, explaining that elements were used to structure 
the whole site and portray identity and rhythm along the main street and complex.36

29 “Zaha Hadid’s Most Memorable and Inspiring Quotes ,” Vogue Living, Vouge, accessed July 7, 2020, https://www.
 vogue.com.au/vogue-living/design/zaha-hadids-most-memorable-and-inspiring-quotes/image-gallery/b92978d33f
 c292acc66edd1945b2d1bc.
30 Andreas Ruby, “Multiple Horizons: On a Leitmotif in the Architecture of Zaha Hadid,” in Zaha Hadid Text and Refer
 ences, ed. G. Fontana-Giusti and P. Schumacher (London: Thomas Manss & Company, 2004), 47.
31 Philip Jodidio, Hadid : Complete Works 1979-2009 (Köln: Taschen, 2009), 12.
32 ZahaHadid Architects, “Zaha Hadid Architects,” 2014, YouTube Video, 1:50, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kp_
 ZTnanbZ8&list=FL1wpd6lflO29TMXf48d_zbQ&index=7.
33 Giovannini, “In the Nature of Design Materials: The Instruments of Zaha Hadid’s Vision,” 27.
34 Celant, “Zaha Hadid: Adventure in Architecture,” 22.
35 Yentob, “Zaha Hadid - Who Dares Wins,” 45:30.
36 Zaha Hadid, “Vitra Fire Station,” in Zaha Hadid Inspiration and Process in Architecture, ed. F. Serrazanetti and M. 
 Schubert (Milan: Moleskine, 2011), 108.

Hadid’s design strategy often starts through the natural influence by creating rough sketches that are inspired by the site and its 
surroundings. In an interview with Francesca Serrezanetti and Matteo Schubert, Hadid explains the importance of sketching as it 
is ‘critical’ to encourage dynamic fluidity.37 The sketches would become a method as Hadid used a layering technique to help her 
experiment with transparency and find the balance of complexity.38 Her preferred methods of research were through painting 
and freehand sketching39 as she was able to use the diversity of the drawings as architectural complexity.40 Hadid was able to 
replicate her sketched designs into digital software with the help of engineers and architectural associates, such as Schumacher. 
In the interview with Serrezanetti and Schubert, Hadid explains that digital design tools enabled Zaha Hadid Architects to create a 
relationship between complex structures and seamless forms to achieve visual simplicity by working with curvilinearity designs.41 
Giovannini describes the use of digital tools to help “Hadid become more Hadid”42 and via parametric design strategies, Zaha Hadid 
Architects was able to create a versatile set of rules that could be manipulated to generate endless design results.43 

37 Francesca Serrezanetti and Matteo Schubert, “Interview with Zaha Hadid,” in Zaha Hadid : Inspiration and Process in Architecture (Milan: Moleskine, 
 2011), 17.
38 Obrist, “Zaha Hadid: Sketching the Future,” 7:00.
39 Serrazanetti and Schubert, “From the ‘80s on. Manuak Dexterity and Visionary Power,” 6.
40 Marco Sammicheli, “Zaha Hadid, Painting Architecture. Notes on a Bibliography,” in Zaha Hadid: Inspiration and Process in Architecture, ed. F. 
 Serrazanetti and M. Schubert (Milan: Moleskine, 2011), 14.
41 Serrezanetti and Schubert, “Interview with Zaha Hadid,” 18. 
42 Giovannini, “In the Nature of Design Materials: The Instruments of Zaha Hadid’s Vision,” 32.
43 Karen Cilento, “Parametricist Manifesto / Patrik Schumacher,” ArchDaily, updated June 16, 2010, https://www.archdaily.com/64581/parametri
 cist-manifesto-patrik-schumacher.
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Figure 38. Ordrupgaard Museum Floorplan (Photo by Zaha 
Hadid Architects).

Figure 39. Zaha Hadid’s sketch of Ordrupgaard Museum 
(Photo by Zaha Hadid Architects). 

Figure 40 & 41. Overlay to find connections between Ordrup-
gaard Museum sketch and final plan (Drawing by author).

Figure 42-45. Overlay to find connections between Phaeno 
Science Centre sketch and final plan (Photo by Zaha Hadid 
Architects, Adapted by author). 
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Hadid’s design process incorporates multiple stages and is difficult to understand as she explores an 
intricate journey from drawing to final architectural form. Amatalraof Abdullah Abdalwahid researched 
the methods and processes of Hadid and developed a methodology explaining the process of her 
design.44 Abdalwahid’s research along with other supporting literature states  that Hadid takes cautious 
steps when it comes to design which include research and investigation, modelling, reconstruction 
of shape, circulation and function, modification of topography, and interior-exterior relation. Every 
design stage can alter the final shape, making Hadid’s modernity organic and always surprising.45  This 
will be reflected on extensively during the design process of this research project. 

44  Abdalwahid, “Zaha Hadid,” 199.
45  Mertins, “The Modernity of Zaha Hadid,” 38.

hadid’s design process

Figure 46. Hadid’s design process (Diagram by author).

• Site Research
• Contours / Nature / Environment
• Surrounding Buildings
• Programmes Required
• Any other considerations   
   (Historical, Social, Preservation)

Research and Investigation

one

• Nature
• Art (Paint and Sketch)
• Digital Programmes
• Architecture

Form Modelling (Depending 
on the function/ focus, these 
factors can inspire design 
ideas for the project)

two

• Fluidity 
• Fragmentation
• Overlapping
• Distortion
• Juxtaposition 
• Etc

Form Reconstruction 
(Using uncommon 
techniques and 
methods, Hadid further 
modifies the form)

three

• Movement
• Entries and Exits
• Programme and Layout
• Safety

Circulation and Function

four

• Landscaping
• Contours / Levelling
• Orientation
• Integration of surrounding 
    nature (water, branching 
    systems, etc.)

Topography Modification

five

• Seamless connection 
    from exterior to interior
• Natural Lighting

Interior- Exterior Connection

six

Final Form

seven

During this stage, Hadid could produce up 
to 100 sketches to design a suitable form.
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The following case studies analyse the ideas and theories discussed in the 
literature review. The primary purpose for the case studies is to understand the 
methods and techniques of Hadid ‘s most influential paintings and projects. 
The terms: care, fluidity/ fracture, complexity, and playfulness are used again 
to analyse the case studies in consideration of the design techniques that 
were previously explored. The case studies selected range from Hadid’s earlier 
paintings to latest architectural forms and were chosen on the basis of notable 
and distinctive design features that relate to the literature explored.
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Figure 47. Malevich’s Tektonik (Photo by Zaha Hadid Architects).

Figure 48 & 49. The Peak (Photo by Zaha Hadid Architects).

Figure 50 & 51. Vitra Fire Station (Photo by Christian Richters).

Figure 52 & 53. Heydar Aliyev Centre (Photo by Iwan Baan). 
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o The architecture hangs off the bridge imitating that it is 
floating over the river.

o The four colours used show the harsh contrasts between 
different areas and fragments.46

o Suprematism inspired design.

o The motion of the orbiting fragmented objects travelling 
across the painting.

o Each fragmentation fits into the centrally placed 
architectural axonometric.

o The actual tectonic is fragmented and broken, acting like it 
is orbiting before landing.47

o The child-like appeal of the painting has simple yet 
complex story.

o Appear to look like the game, Tetris.

o Tectonics and fragmentation break up the masses to 
produce an abstract representation of the architecture.

o Several pieces form the main architecture.

46 Harry Francis Mallgrave and David Goodman, An Introduction 
 to Architectural Theory: 1968 to the Present (Chichester: John 
 Wiley & Sons Ltd, 2011), 152.
47  Yentob, “Zaha Hadid - Who Dares Wins,” 23:09.

Location: Hungerford Bridge, 
London (London Architecture 

Association thesis project)
Year: 1977

Programme: Hotel

malevich’s 
tektonik

care

fluidity or/ and fracture

playfulness

complexity

painting

Figure 54. Malevich’s Tektonik (Photo by Zaha Hadid Architects).
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Location: Hong Kong, China
Year: 1982-1983

Programme: Leisure Club

the 
peak

care

fluidity or/ and fracture

playfulness

complexity

painting

o Set over the city

o The site sits away from the dense urban environment but is still 
integrated with the land/water.

o The building is layered horizontally with beams superimposed onto 
one another, creating programme spaces.48

o 13m void between roof and second layer for club.

o Mountain cliffs form a backdrop for leisure and activity areas.

o Abstracted painting of the slabs travelling through the dense urban 
environment and begin to engage with the landscape.49

o Inspired through the rocky texture of the site.50

o The architecture acts like a knife cutting through the principles of 
organisation (site) and creating new landscapes.

o Defines nature without destroying it.

o Fourth and fifth floors are suspended in the air over the club void.

o Combination of constructive elements and different materials are 
thrust onto the site.

o Programmatic beams peer over the mountainside.

o Beams act as a gentle seismic shift of the immovable mass.

48 Mallgrave and Goodman, An Introduction to Architectural Theory: 1968 to 
 the Present, 152.
49 Zaha Hadid, “2/2 Zaha Hadid on Kazimir Malevich - Secret Knowledge,” Art 
 Documentaries, 2015, YouTube Video, 3:50,  https://www.youtube.com/
 watch?v=Lg1b_n9IKUo&list=FL1wpd6lflO29TMXf48d_zbQ&index=10.
50 Yentob, “Zaha Hadid - Who Dares Wins,”28:25.

Figure 55. The Peak (Photo by Zaha Hadid Architects).
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Location: Weil am Rhein, Germany
Year: 1990-1994

Programme: Fire Station

vitra fire 
station

care

fluidity or/ and fracture

playfulness

complexity

architecture

o Placement of elements was necessary, so they were not lost between the enormous factory sheds.

o The programmes were stretched into a long narrow building along the street, acting as a screening device against neighbouring buildings.51

o Involves linear layered series and walls on departure points.

o Unexpected openings were created by the alternating concrete surfaces hiding the immediate function of the building.52 

o Lines of light were used to direct the fast and precise movement through the building.

o The elements were placed to structure the whole site to give identity and rhythm to the street running through the complex.53

o The street was envisaged as a linear landscaped zone, acting as an artificial extension of the linear patterns of the adjacent fields.54

o Large oversized concrete panels.

o Visitors are limited to what they see as they pass through certain points of the building.

o Metal columns are grouped to emphasise the impression created from a weightier concrete column.

o Expresses the tension of being alert, and the potential to explode into action at any moment.

o Stark materiality is one of the most prominent features as the concrete panels sit at different angles.

o Defies gravity as we can see things being both frozen and in movement.

o Spaces between the layered walls, such as punctures, tilts and breaks according to the programme requirements.55

o Space where panels and columns collide.

o Abstraction, fragmentation, deconstruction.

o Crashing and tilting panels- link to Suprematism, creating tension and suspense.

51 Luke Fiederer, “AD Classics: Vitra Fire Station / Zaha Hadid,” ArchDaily, updated April 21, 2016, https://www.archdaily.com/785760/ad-classics-vitra-fire-station-zaha-
 hadid-weil-am-rhein-germany.
52 Jodidio, Hadid : Complete Works 1979-2009, 139.
53 Hadid, “Vitra Fire Station,”108.
54 Fiederer, “AD Classics: Vitra Fire Station / Zaha Hadid.”
55 Hadid, “Vitra Fire Station,”108.

Figure 56. Vitra Fire Station (Photo by Christian Richters).
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Location: Baku, Azerbaijan
Year: 2013

Programme: A mixed-use cultural 
centre, conference hall with three 

auditoriums, a museum and a library

heydar aliyev 
centre

care

fluidity or/ and fracture

playfulness

complexity

architecture

o Islamic buildings generally make use of rows, girds and sequences.

o A contemporary interpretation that portrayed a more subtle understanding of the historical understanding 
within the Islamic culture.

o Outer curves are expressive of the internal environment as natural lighting is penetrated through strips that 
follow the curvature of the roof.56

o An astonishing swooping curve outlines the entrance of the structure.

o Materiality use would have been critical to accomplish the seamless finish.

o Fluid form, which emerges by the folding of the landscape’s natural topography.57

o From the elevation, the building reveals its full curves.

o Folds, curves and wraps create an architectural space that welcomes, embraces and directs visitors.

o Unexpected curvature.

o Different visual experiences and every angle.

o The fold of the building blends into the ground creating a step-like feature along the exterior pathways.58

o The full white exterior and interior brightens up the surrounding area where neighbouring architecture is 
considered dark and dull.

o Tipsy plots of construction.

o The relaxation of rigid and straight forms to create a fully fluid form that folds and curves at every point.

56 Philip Jodidio, 100 Contemporary Concrete Buildings: Vol 1 (Cologne: Taschen, 2015), 322.
57 Jodidio, 100 Contemporary Concrete Buildings, 320.
58 “Heydar Aliyev Center / Zaha Hadid Architects,” ArchDaily, accessed September 28, 2020, https://www.archdaily.
 com/448774/heydar-aliyev-center-zaha-hadid-architects.

Figure 57. Heydar Aliyev Centre (Photo by Iwan Baan). 
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The analysis undertaken in this literature review has identified the nature and significance of Hadid’s work. As many commentators 
have suggested, Hadid’s work offers a new vocabulary in architectural design, one that is “fabulous, enhancing and even 
enchanting.” 59 This vocabulary can be drawn upon to develop a contemporary architectural typology particularly for public space 
design including, education architecture. This typology can provide the means to avoid the current anonymous approaches to 
education design in New Zealand and offers the potential to develop education facilities that will be playful, creative and inspiring. 
This seems especially fitting to early childhood contexts given the importance of creativity and playfulness in children’s early 
years. As Friedrich Froebel, the German educational pioneer, responsible for the development of kindergartens said there should 
be a ‘faintly mystical quality’60 existing within kindergarten design.  Hadid’s ability to create an enchanting reality, therefore, 
becomes the foundation of this research project. Hadid believes the element of uncertainty allows for progression as it creates a 
sensation of the unknown.61 Young children need to be encouraged to explore and investigate in order to develop the skills they 
need in adulthood, in this way Hadid’s design techniques and methods become crucial in the success of education facilities that 
promote learning.

59  Giovannini, “In the Nature of Design Materials: The Instruments of Zaha Hadid’s Vision,” 25.
60  Mark Dudek eds., A Design Manual: Schools And Kindergartens, 2nd ed. (Basel: Birkhäuser Verlag, 2015), 55. 
61  Yentob, “Zaha Hadid - Who Dares Wins,” 1:10.
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critical refl
ection 

+ 

design opport
unities

crit one 

march 2020

The first evaluation of the year showed that there was a very vague concept as to what the aim of this research project was, the techniques of Hadid explored 
an alternative approach to design, yet there was an absence of information regarding why the outcome was to design an education facility. The emphasis was 
solely on Hadid and understanding her development process (built forms and sketches) as this will be reflected on during the design stages. However, the 
detailed research that was required to understand Hadid caused a separation from the remainder of the project. 

There had been a great deal of research supporting Hadid’s design strategy and as her work was quite free and creative, there were limited constraints while 
exploring and learning her methods and techniques. The three critics raised the following points during the first review: 

• Research needs to be extended around the 
      learning area and would assist with programme 
     and site decisions. 
• Ask the question ‘What actions do you want 
    to be performed by the people in that building/ 
    space?’ to help narrow down the programme 
    opportunities. 
• Be more visual and illustrate all the topics and 
    approaches mentioned. 
• Explain the process of thought (each sketch or 
    thought needs to be objectively examined so 
    that the reader can understand it). 

• To date, the focus of the research was on Hadid. 
    There was no evidence provided to support why 
    education design is anonymous and how this 
    may be solved. 
• There is no site selection, the project was very 
    unclear and vague as to what the final result 
    will be. 
• A significant amount of research without 
    chronology and is difficult to understand what 
    the goal was and how it will be accomplished. 

• A wide variety of research has been displayed, 
    including beautiful drawings that will be useful 
    in the future. 

On the basis of the comments made by the critics, it was clear that improvement was needed to understand the second subject (the learning environment) as 
the work was largely focused around Hadid and caused distance from potential programmes and site choices. 

strengths: weaknesses: opportunities:
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New Zealand has ranked among the top 20 OECD62 (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) countries in terms of 
educational standards and according, hundreds of education institutions of all sizes are spread throughout New Zealand with the vision to 
be the “best place in the world for children and young people.”63 The 2016 OECD 64 revealed that early childhood education performed well, 
being in the top 3 for participation and expenditure.65 With such a strong presence on paper, New Zealand’s education facilities fall short 
to acknowledge this level of achievement through their architectural identity. Though there are a few education facilities in New Zealand 
that have been expressly designed to meet their specifications, it is still difficult to identify a large number of them from the public realm.

An education facility is defined as an institution categorised within the context of age-related classes intended to teach, cultivate and care 
for children.66 They are not only institutions for learning, but also perceivable symbols of educational theories of their time67 that shape 
the generations of the modern world. Nelson Mandela expressed, “children are our greatest treasure. They are our future. Those who abuse 
them tear at the fabric of our society and weaken our nation.”68 As children are perceived to be our greatest investment, it raises the question 
as to why their learning environments do not reflect curiosity, playfulness and creativity? 

This research project focuses to enhance the learning opportunities by designing an all-inclusive, diverse learning environment that will 
promote neural development through architectural encounters and support all types of learning and learners using the design strategies 
of Hadid.

62 “ A Comprehensive Guide About the Education System and International Schools,” InterNations GO!, accessed June 29, 2020, https://www.internations.org/
 go/moving-to-new-zealand/education.
63 Ministry of Education, “Wellbeing in Education.”
64 InterNations GO!,“A Comprehensive Guide About the Education System and International Schools.”
65 S. Crossan and D. Scott, How Does New Zealand’s Education System Compare? OECD’s Education at a Glance 2016, a Report for the Ministry of Education, 
 September 2016, 7–10, https://www.educationcounts.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/176528/Education-at-a-Glance-2016-New-Zealand-Summary-
 Report.pdf.
66 Dudek, Architecture Of Schools : The New Learning Environments, 41.
67 Dudek, Architecture Of Schools : The New Learning Environments, 45.
68 “Nelson Mandela Quotes About Children,” Nelson Mandela Children’s Fund, accessed June 29, 2020, https://www.nelsonmandelachildrensfund.com/news/
 nelson-mandela-quotes-about-children.

This literature review explores existing design approaches and favoured teaching theories within New 
Zealand. The first part of this section explores the current understanding of New Zealand learning 
theories in order to explore the connections between students and their learning environment. The 
second part will draw on discussions of what is suitable design standards as advised by the New Zealand 
M.O.E (Ministry of Education) to provide information on the current design initiatives and how they could 
be maintained and improved. 

   

Within the New Zealand education system, Steiner and Montessori theories support a more naturalistic approach to design. The 
Montessori classroom should not over-stimulate children and use only neutral and natural shades to keep the classroom calm, quiet 
and uncluttered in order to separate the different areas.69 The Steiner classroom should not include an abstract context or environment 
and offer oral teaching methods such as reading children fairy tales and stories.70 These design themes are repeated throughout the 
20th century in New Zealand education facilities71 with nearly 200 Montessori early childhood centres72 and 24 Steiner kindergartens.73 
This poses the question as to why Steiner and Montessori theories are favoured?  Although these theories may encourage imagination 
and investigation through the teaching form, the environmental setting could limit spontaneity and adventure restricting children from 
gaining social qualities and reducing interest for then to learn.74 In fact, visually designing a child-only space allows them to create their 
own identity and values.75

There are other general pedagogies, theories and management techniques that a teacher may use in their classroom. These have 
been reflected on to enable valuable insights into designing an all-inclusive learning environment but will influence the final design 
proposal. For a more detailed discussion on the different types of teaching methods and learners see Appendix B.

69 “Pedagogy Profile: The Montessori Method,” Supply Desk, accessed June 30, 2020, https://www.supplydesk.co.uk/resource/pedagogy-profile-montes
 sori-method/.
70 “A Steiner Education,” Education Central, accessed June 30, 2020, https://educationcentral.co.nz/a-steiner-education/.
71  Dudek, Architecture of Schools : The New Learning Environments, 1.
72 “Montessori in Aotearoa New Zealand,” Montessori Aotearoa New Zealand, accessed June 30, 2020, http://www.montessori.org.nz/montessori/montes
 sori-new-zealand/.
73 Education Central, “A Steiner Education.”
74 Dudek, Architecture of Schools : The New Learning Environments, 10.
75 Day and Midbjer, Environment and Children Passive Lessons From the Everyday Environment, 8.

the current state of new zealand education  

steiner and m
ontessori
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It is important to understand and incorporate criteria that the M.O.E consider appropriate in order to show significance and include the current requirements for 
New Zealand learning environments. The M.O.E believes that the physical design of a learning environment can deliver positive wellbeing and success at school 
if designed well.76  They further discuss the characteristics of social, pedagogical and physical elements, claiming that when implemented together they can have 
a positive impact on the learner.

·	   Social – how people interact in the environment 

·	 Pedagogical – the teaching and learning theories 

·	 Physical – the site, the topography, and the technology

The New Zealand Ministry of Social Development acknowledges the education setting and learning environment holds the ability to impact the level of safety 
a young person feels. Research shows if this level is low it has the potential to hinder one’s engagement within their community.77 The M.O.E also suggests the 
learning space should be of high priority when planning and delivering a class to guarantee the full potential for student development78 and emphasises the 
interaction between a person and their environment,79

In the report, Designing Schools in New Zealand: Requirements and Guidelines, the M.O.E proposed there should be certain design principles present in a 
learning environment to enable effective learning measures. These principles include:80 

1. Flexibility – spaces should be designed to be used as multiple functions to adapt to new learning theories and pedagogies.

2. Sustainability- spaces are to present themselves with identity, demonstrate care for the surrounding environment and have the ability to be reconfigured 
or relocated if required.

3. Creativity – inspire and improve the wellbeing of students, teachers and the surrounding community.

4. Supportive – to be functional and offer comfort and safety for the student and teacher to offer strength within their environment by supporting a diverse 
range of student cultures, ethnicities and needs.

5. Connected – external to internal transition is secure and the surrounding buildings strengthen the design to create a community.

76 “Designing Learning Environments,” Education.govt.nz, Ministry of Education, accessed June 29, 2020, https://www.education.govt.nz/school/property-and-transport/projects-and-de
 sign/design/designing-learning-environments/.
77 Ministry of Social Development New Zealand, Guidelines: Supporting Young People with Stress, Anxiety and/or Depression, July 2015, 15, https://www.msd.govt.nz/documents/about-
 msd-and-our-work/publications-resources/brochures/supporting-young-people-stress-anxiety-depression.pdf.
78 G. Wall, The Impact of Physical Design on Student Outcomes, a Report for the Ministry of Education, November 2016, 7, https://www.education.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Primary-Sec
 ondary/Property/Design/Flexible-learning-spaces/FLS-The-impact-of-physical-design-on-student-outcomes.pdf.
79 Wall, The Impact of Physical Design on Student Outcomes, 11.
80 Ministry of Education, Designing Schools in New Zealand: Requirements and Guidelines, October 2015, 34-35, https://www.education.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Primary-Secondary/
 Property/Design/Design-guidance/DSNZ-version-1-0-20151014.pdf.

Education facilities are the prime and 
principle of learning and should be designed 
to promote effective learning strategies. The 
learning environment should promote school-
wide learning, including active, flexible, 
and multifunctional spaces. The school will 
cultivate a culture, welcome links from its 
surroundings and engage with parents and the 
wider community. The facility should promote 
safety, security and belonging but still express 
creative and imaginative design strategies.81 
The general learning spaces required to 
promote conceptual, collaborative, instructive 
and individual learning styles are as listed by 
the M.O.E:82 

81  Ministry of Education, Designing Schools in 
New Zealand: Requirements and Guidelines, 36-37.
82  Ministry of Education, Designing Schools in 
New Zealand: Requirements and Guidelines, 37-38.

In addition to these learning spaces, 
the M.O.E considers the surrounding 
environment (light, temperature, air 
quality, and sound) to affect a student’s 
ability to learn. These have been reflected 
on to enable valuable insights into 
designing a healthy and safe learning 
environment but will not greatly influence 
the final design proposal. For a more 
detailed discussion on the surrounding 
environment see Appendix C.

m
inistry of education design strategies 

Social –  how people interact in the environment 

Pedagogical –  the teaching and learning theories 

Physical –  the site, the topography, and the technology
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Figure 60. Zaha Hadid’s techniques applied to the generic interior classroom layout (Drawings by author). hadid techniques applied to standard new zealand classroom (interior)
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early childhood education 

This literature review explores the importance of design within early childhood facilities and draws 
attention to the anonymity found within smaller institutions. Kindergartens and early childhood 
centres become indistinguishable from the common New Zealand household and appear as 
repetitive rows of expressionless facades within the built environment. The anonymity within the 
architecture entirely undermines the importance for younger children to learn through ‘play’ due 
to the small scale and absence of unique expression or identity that represents this life-shaping 
industry. Mark Dudek explains the need to captivate children using the architecture as this in itself 
becomes playful.83 It is also known that babies are born with five times more neurons than an adult 
brain can hold, therefore, the younger the child the higher the importance is on the main neural 
development and considerable physical and mental impact during their adult life.84  This section 
of the literature review offers information to explain why designing the learning environment to 
meet the needs of the children is important and highlights evidence to support why early childhood 
education was selected. For a more detailed discussion on the history of early childhood education 
see Appendix D.

83  Dudek, Architecture of Schools : The New Learning Environments, 75.
84  Matheus Pereira and Fernanda Cavallaro, “Why Our Schools Need Better Architecture,” ArchDaily, 
 updated September 12, 2018, https://www.archdaily.com/901870/why-our-schools-need-better-architecture. 

“Today, the nursery of the kindergarten is viewed in a less sentimental way. […] The framework for these 
institutions is a highly controlled, rigorously evaluated environment, which often focuses on the health 

and safety of children over and above their social and educational development.”85

85  Dudek, A Design Manual: Schools And Kindergartens, 55.

- Mark Dudek.85

“Today, the nursery of the kindergarten is 
viewed in a less sentimental way. […] The 
framework for these institutions is a highly 
controlled, rigorously evaluated environment, 
which often focuses on the health and safety 
of children over and above their social and 
educational development.”
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Kindergartens taken from each region (North, East, South, 
West and Central) to create ‘Kindergarten city.’ This drawing 

evidenced the anonymity within New Zealand early childhood 
when compared to Hadid city (Figure 8 - page 27). 
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70 total fluidity 71Figure 62. Sketches to understand how Zaha Hadid’s techniques could look from the exterior and how these could be applied to Kindergarten city to enhance the design (Drawings by author). 

hadid techniques applied to standard new zealand classroom (exterior)
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the im
portance of design

Further affirming Dudek’s statement, Heidi Campbell and Cam Collye explain the importance of ‘play’ as vital for healthy 
brain development and suggest that children learn to engage and participate with the world around them. Through ‘play’ 
children explore and develop an environment they can influence to help them overcome their fears and improve adult 
skills.86 ‘Play’ is generally supported through physical playgrounds and toys, so why are the same theories not applied to 
the physical building? By using architecture as a tool, the goal is to recognise the importance of learning through ‘play’ and 
create inspiring spaces where children feel in control of their environment.

Froebel believed that a school gestures a metaphorical garden and children act as unfolding plants that are loved, cared, 
nourished and nurtured for.87 Froebel claimed that a ‘faintly magical quality’ should exist within a kindergarten design to 
become a metaphor of nature or a microcosm of the world that exclaims pride in the natural environment. The organisation 
of thoughts and management of feelings can be taught through these magical fantasies as it holds symbolic significance 
and is critical for a child’s emotional and cognitive development.88

Children and adults predominantly interact with their surroundings through the visual sense as an aesthetically pleasing 
object evokes curiosity, creativity, and imagination. The human tendency is to favour visual sense over the other sensory 
elements89 and this enables the human brain to learn how to develop and process thoughts through environmental 
experiences. Adults experience space based on how it is used or what it is notable for, whereas (Christopher Day and 
Anita Midbjer explain) children experience space dependent on what that space says to them or their first interaction and 
experience within them. For children the world is still fresh and acts as ‘one big sensory exploratorium.’90 Their architecture 
should be protected and responsive to their development and designing an education facility to better suit the children’s 
needs and requires unconventional building typologies to encourage exploration for healthy development.

86 Heidi Campbell and Cam Collyer eds., Landscape and Child Development: A Design Guide for Early Years–Kindergarten Play-Learning 
 Environments, 2nd ed. (Toronto: Evergreen, 2013), 11.
87 Mark Dudek, A Design Manual: Schools And Kindergartens, 13.
88 Day and Midbjer, Environment and Children Passive Lessons From the Everyday Environment, 14.
89 Kevin Loria and Lauren Friedman, “11 Scientific Benefits of Spending Time in Nature,” Business Insider, updated April 23, 2016, https://
 www.businessinsider.com/scientific-benefits-of-nature-outdoors-2016-4?IR=T&fbclid=IwAR3HeFoLst6ZCjB7eMB1KB7IZcmTSGGr- Cam
 7blB-5XlD_CR1NlEU1MMbEtE.
90 Day and Midbjer, Environment and Children Passive Lessons From the Everyday Environment, 3. 

“Children need buildings designed, not for magazines, 
but for children. “91

– Christopher Day 
(Eco-architect, Self-builder, 

and sculptor).

91 Day and Midbjer, Environment and Children Passive 
 Lessons From the Everyday Environment, 8.

Through an investigation that followed the activities of children, 
Susan Engel noticed that they tended to potter and observe 
the more dynamic places within a building. Such spaces have 
the potential for unpredictable and erratic acts to occur92 and 
environments with a wide variety of experimental possibilities 
promotes spontaneity and investigation. Day and Midbjer 
explain that a broader scope for play and social interaction can 
be achieved from a more divergent environment that offers 
better creative and exploratory possibilities.93 The architecture 
is not to shape them but to serve them by being equipped to 
prepare and strengthen them for the future world.94 

92 Susan Engel, The Hungry Mind: The Origins of Curiosity in Child
 hood (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2015), 118-119.
93 Day and Midbjer, Environment and Children Passive Lessons 
 From the Everyday Environment, 18.
94 Day and Midbjer, Environment and Children Passive Lessons 
 From the Everyday Environment, 8.

– Christopher Day (Eco-architect, Self-builder, and sculptor).91

“Children need buildings 
designed, not for magazines, 
but for children.”
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The case studies provide a critical investigation on successful interpretations of early childhood 
facilities. The following case studies demonstrated significance to the five categories of care, 
fluidity/ fracture, complexity, and playfulness. Each precedent that has been selected was 
analysed against the four categories of: nature and topography, interior spaces, overall form 
and programme while making connection to the five categories of Hadid. The categories are 
essential to consider when designing an education facility and are also four crucial aspects 
Hadid makes connections to when designing. The case studies have also been investigated 
further in alliance with Hadid’s techniques and provides information that may be useful 
during the design development stages. 

Figure 63 & 64. Sarreguemines Nursery (Photo by Michel Grasso and Paul Le Quernec). 

Figure 65. Choun Choun Kim 2 Kindergarten (Photo by Hiroyuki Oki).

Figure 66 & 67. Chrysalis Childcare Centre (Photo by Collingridge and Smith Architects).

64. 65.

66.

67.

68.
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Location: Sarreguemines, Northeast France
Architects: Michel Grasso and Paul Le Quernec

Year Completed: 2011
Area: 1350m2

nursery in sarreguemines

Designed in the centre of an industrial area with open and flat 
topography that allowed the architects to design freely. The structure 
is surrounded by open green meadows and bamboo bushes that 
acts as protection but also helps to prevent the building from 
overheating.95  
 
Due to the curved exterior of the form, the interior has an unusually 
shaped dynamic. All rooms are shaped differently with cured roofs 
and skylights to allow for natural light. The slopes on the roof allow 
for high and low ceilings that create a range of volumes and spaces 
connected centrally by a play area. The one storey structure contains a 
ray of colourful rooms and spaces to enhance creativity and emotion 
depending on the activity.

The building consists of multiple juxtaposed shapes layered 
together to replicate a body cell. The nucleus is (the nursery in the 
centre) surrounded by cytoplasm (the garden space) and then closed 
off by the membrane (the surrounding wall).96  Boxes shoot out from 
the sides to capture natural light and a large funnel-shaped entrance 
connects to the enclosing wall. This design provides a sense of safety 
and protection yet still feels welcoming from the entrance point.97

There is no clear indication to what the programme is. It seems to 
consist of multiple different coloured classrooms and playrooms 
to allow children to move between spaces they feel comfortable 
in. There are multiple smaller rooms nearby that act as restrooms, 
storage, staff rooms, etc.

95 “Sarreguemines Nursery by Paul Grasso and Michel Le Quernec  
 Associate,” ArchiScene, accessed July 13, 2020, https://www.archis
 cene.net/interior-design/sarreguemines-nursery-paul-grasso-mi
 chel-le-quernec-associate/.
96 “Sarreguemines Nursery / Michel Grasso + Paul Le Quernec,” 
 ArchDaily, accessed July 13, 2020, https://www.archdaily. 
 com/178954/sarreguemines-nursery-michel-grasso.
97 Paul Le Quernec, “Nursery in Sarreguemines,” ArchHello, accessed 
 July 13, 2020, https://archello.com/project/nursery-in-sarreguemines.

nature & topography

interior spaces

overall form

programme

Figure 68 & 69. Sarreguem
ines Nursery (Photo by M

ichel Grasso and Paul Le Quernec). 
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·	 mutate and amorphous;
·	 distorted, deformed and abstracted;
·	 shape and scale;
·	 care;
·	 fracture and fragmentation;

comparison to hadid’s techniques:

The stark white structure shaped like a ‘body cell’ has been designed to draw 
people into the building using a large funnel-shaped entrance. The curvature and 
rigid boxes juxtapose one another and create a unique and playful shape from the 
exterior perspective. Located on a large green meadow the white concrete building 
becomes prominent within its surroundings as the unique, yet muted toned exterior 
is complimented by the bright and playful interior. This contrasting effect creates a 
sense of excitement upon entering the building and walking through different spaces.

The Nursery in Sarreguemines was designed to offer total freedom, yet, it was 
essential to keep the element of safety and comfort for both the child and their 
parents. The design is visually enticing to both children and adults and this will 
be an important consideration when designing, as parents chose the education 
facility their child will attend.

The design outcome for this research project takes inspiration from Nursery in 
Sarreguemines that includes:

·	 the use of smooth and seamless curves to create a more fluid and free 
environment;

·	 the use of bright colour allows for more interactive spaces and, 
promotes the idea of creativity and playfulness in children;

·	 using a combination of different shapes, angles and sizes to create a 
unique and intriguing external form;

·	 designing a shape that enhances protection to keep the children 
within an enclosed space; and

·	 using a significant story to design the shape and form of the structure 
as it promotes care and creates an overall connection from design to 
final form.

how the design confronts anonymity: 

design opportunities
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·	 juxtaposition; 
·	 Colour placement is very significant as the outside material is a stark white colour to help with 

energy efficacy and the inside contains a ray of bright colours to promote development through 
triggering different emotional connections;

·	 incline; and
·	 seamless and smooth.
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Location: District 2, Vietnam
Architects: Kientruc O

Year Completed: 2016
Area: 406m2

chuon chuon kim 2 kindergarten

nature & topography

interior spaces

overall form

programme

An open garden area is located at the entrance of the building on the ground floor. Large glass panels 
continuously hold a connection to the lush greenery surrounding the building and a rooftop garden. 
The multi-layered building successfully keeps a connection to nature with rooftop gardens creating 
viewpoints to the Saigon river98 where children can visually connect to the greenery and water.

The interior consists of four levels and a playful spiral staircase that acts as the core of the structure. 
Classrooms and utility rooms are arranged around the core and each level is organised in an alternating 
pattern to create a vertical visual effect up the building.99 The core and exterior material is a warm red 
brick bring connection to nature while the interior space is kept quite bright and interactive using a 
combination of wooden materials and intense yellow and orange features.

The form consists ‘a cluster of brick houses’100 as multiple shapes are juxtaposed from one another. 
Some are more rigid with a general roof shape and others are curved and spiralled along the building 
(like Tetris or Lego blocks trying to fit together).  

·	 Lobby
·	 Office
·	 Director Room
·	 Classroom
·	 Childcare Room
·	 Art Classroom

·	 Restroom

·	 Garden
·	 Storage
·	 Kitchen
·	 Laundry Room

98 María Francisca González, “Chuon Chuon Kim 2 Kindergarten / KIENTRUC O,” ArchDaily, updated May 11, 2018, 
 https://www.archdaily.com/894344/chuon-chuon-kim-2-kindergarten-kientruc-o.
99 González, “Chuon Chuon Kim 2 Kindergarten / KIENTRUC O.”
100 Alyn Griffiths, “Kindergarten by Kientruc O Looks Like a Cluster of Brick Houses,” Dezeen, updated May 17, 2018, 
 https://www.dezeen.com/2018/05/17/kientruc-o-kindergarten-ho-chi-mihn-city-vietnam-lego-like-brick-blocks/.

• Lobby
• Office
• Director Room
• Classroom
• Childcare Room
• Art Classroom
• Restroom
• Garden
• Storage
• Kitchen
• Laundry Room

Figure 71 & 72. Choun Choun Kim
 2 Kindergarten (Photo by Hiroyuki Oki).
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comparison to hadid’s techniques:

·	 care; 

·	 block; 
·	 juxtaposition;

·	 overlapping;

·	 twisting;

how the design confronts anonymity: 

design opportunities

Surrounded by lush greenery, the Chuon Chuon Kim 2 Kindergarten is distinctive 
from its surrounding as the overall form is compiled from different elements 
that generally would not be considered to work together. The warm orange-red 
brick replicates Lego and creates perforations that allow for a range of different 
light patterns to cast into the building. With hints of bright colours and the use of 
juxtaposition this building stands out from the surrounding rigid buildings and 
successfully incorporated unique design strategies.

The distinctive elements of the Chuon Chuon Kim 2 Kindergarten will be an 
important design consideration as the building shows pride in its identity from 
all angles. All façade designs will be mutated to highlight the creative and playful 
aspect of a kindergarten. This will attract the attention of both the child and their 
parents as it becomes a place that will never cease curiosity.101 

The design outcome for this research project takes inspiration from Chuon Chuon 
Kim 2 Kindergarten that includes:

·	 the use of bright colours to allow for a more interactive spaces and 
promote creativity and playfulness; 

·	 using a combination of different shapes, angles and sizes to create a 
unique and intriguing external form;

·	 creating a design that is distinctive from its surroundings from all angles;

·	 vertical and horizontal visual connections help children understand 
space and stimulate creativity; and

·	 a connection to greenery physically and visually. 

101  González, “Chuon Chuon Kim 2 Kindergarten / KIENTRUC O.”
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·	 colour placement is shown through the interior of the building where bright yellow and orange pops of 
colour are placed to keep children engaged by boosting creativity and playfulness; 

·	 distortion, deformation, mass manipulation and amorphous; 

·	 spaces;

·	 seamless, smooth, incline and fluid; 
·	 cantilever; and 
·	 multiple bases. 
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Location: Auckland, New Zealand
Architects: Collingridge and Smith Architects

Year Completed: 2015
Area: 800m2

chrysalis early learning centre

nature & topography

interior spaces

overall form

programme

Located within a commercial zone there are two large trees that stand side by side in the centre of 
the site that become the heart of the design.102 The form protects existing nature and the outdoor 
area where children will play. The outdoor play area consists of natural elements on very flat terrain.

The interior space consists of a range of different rooms. There are two large and two small classrooms 
that consist of muted white, brown and wood textures. Each classroom has a small feature wall and 
coordinating hints of colour within the furniture too.

The form of the building represents the Māori culture of New Zealand. Papa (earth mother) is hugging 
Rangi (sky father) and creating a ‘U’ shape as the structure appears to be two arms reaching for the 
sky.  The outer curve is covered by sails to represent all the cultures of New Zealand.103

·	 Store
·	 Classroom
·	 Children’s WC
·	 Nappy Change
·	 Art Store
·	 Sleep room
·	 Lockers
·	 Cleaners Room
·	 Staff WC
·	 Non- Contact Room
·	 Server Room
·	 Office
·	 Reception
·	 Kitchen
·	 Whanau / Family Room
·	 Staff Room
·	 Accessible WC
·	 Laundry

102 “Chrysalis Childcare Centre / Collingridge and Smith Architects,” ArchDaily, accessed July 13, 2020, https://
 www.archdaily.com/616502/chrysalis-childcare-centre-collingridge-and-smith-architects.
103 ArchDaily, “Chrysalis Childcare Centre / Collingridge and Smith Architects.”

• Store
• Classroom
• Children’s WC
• Nappy Change
• Art Store
• Sleep room
• Lockers
• Cleaners Room
• Staff WC
• Non- Contact Room
• Server Room
• Office
• Reception
• Kitchen
• Whanau / Family Room
• Staff Room
• Accessible WC
• Laundry

Figure 74 & 75. Chrysalis Childcare Centre (Photo by Collingridge and Sm
ith Architects).
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comparison to hadid’s techniques:

·	 care;

·	 block and space; 

·	 line formation; 

·	 seamless, smooth and fluid; and 

·	 distortion, deformation and mass manipulation.

 

how the design confronts anonymity: 

design opportunities

The Chrysalis Early Learning Centre is the only kindergarten in New Zealand 
to design using curves, already making it one of the most distinctive-
looking education facilities for the younger generation. The education 
facility attracts attention from its surrounding as it is unique from all its 
neighbouring commercial and residential buildings that are commonly 
designed as rigid forms and constructed using timber weatherboard, 
glass and corrugated iron. The curved building becomes all-inclusive and 
culturally accepting as the prominent sails signify all the cultures within 
New Zealand. 

The Chrysalis Early Learning Centre is known for its well-designed learning 
environment by winning the Gold Award at the 2016 Designers Institute of 
New Zealand’s Best Awards in the healthcare sector.104 However, due to the 
shape and orientation of the building, the unique design is often hidden as 
the moon-shaped structure is best viewed from a bird’s eye view.  The seamless 
curve of the building can either be quite prominent or hidden dependant on 
the angle.

The design outcome for this research project takes inspiration from Chrysalis 
Early Learning Centre that includes:

·	 a connection to nature by building with the existing topography and 
greenery;

·	 an indoor to outdoor connection using large glass panels that can be 
opened to create a smooth transition; 

·	 employing curvature and seamless design strategies; and

·	 using large open spaces for learning environments as it allows for 
more flexibility and freedom. 

104 “Chrysalis Childcare Centre Wins Gold at 2016 Best Awards,” Collingridge and 
 Smith Architects, accessed July 13, 2020, https://collingridgeandsmitharchitects.
 com/chrysalis-childcare-centre-wins-gold-at-2016-best-awards/.
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introduction

Aesthetics within architecture has a long history of importance, which can be identified since the 
time of Vitruvius.105 The development of aesthetic sensibility was pivotal for an architect and was 
understood as the three lenses: utilitas, firmitas and venustas through the study of architecture. 
Venustas, the Latin term for beauty, is a direct link to aesthetics since 1735.106 Matheus Pereira 
explains that the current method of educational design is at least 300 years old, so why are these 
spaces continually being designed as if it was the 19th century?107

105 R. J. Milic and C. Mitchell, The Death Of Aesthetics In Architectural Education? Possibilities For 
 Contemporary Pedagogy, October 2019, 1.
106 Milic and Mitchell, The Death Of Aesthetics In Architectural Education? Possibilities For Contemporary 
 Pedagogy, 1.
107 Pereira and Cavallaro, “Why Our Schools Need Better Architecture.” 

This literature review explores how different 
pedagogy’s, learning and development theories 
have been successful and how they could be 
used to influence the design of a learning 
environment. The first part of the section draws 
on discussions of built pedagogy and identifies 
how the relationship between the type of 
learning, the type of learner and the place 
of learning can be merged for future design 
purposes. The second part seeks to explore the 
different strategies of active learning while also 
addressing how built pedagogy can influence 
behaviour and emotion while learning. 
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The relationship between architecture and learning theories indicates 
significant connections to ‘built pedagogy’ that is defined as the “architectural 
embodiments of educational philosophies.”108 There is a large amount of 
literature on built pedagogy and how it has been employed. Torin Monahan 
argues that it has the ability to influence behaviour as it encourages better 
usage of space and results in more flexible activity109 while Diana G. Oblinger 
describes built pedagogy as impacting how one teaches through using the 
possibilities of the space.110 Ana Luz also suggests that it not only affects 
how one teaches, but also affects how one learns, acts and responds.111 These authors express the value of designing 
education facilities based on learning theories as it allows the student to become the centre of learning rather than 
the teacher. The spaces become more interactive and social while providing students with a variety of different ways to 
inhabit it.112 In addition, Kenn Fisher states the design of physical learning environments “is predominantly stuck in the 
industrial age egg-crate model”113 and learning space should adapt to the pedagogical approaches being used.114

108 “Built Pedagogy,” Torin Monahan, Ph.D., accessed August 26, 2020, https://www.torinmonahan.com/built-pedagogy.
109 Torin Monahan, “Flexible Space & Built Pedagogy: Emerging IT Embodiments,” Inventio 4, no. 1 (2002): 1, http://publicsurveillance.
 com/papers/built_pedagogy.pdf.
110 Diana G. Oblinger, “Space as a Change Agent,” in Learning Spaces (Washington DC: Educause, 2006), 1.1, https://www.educause.
 edu/ir/library/pdf/PUB7102.pdf.
111 A. Luz, The [Design of] Educational Space: A Process-Centred Built Pedagogy, a Report for Bartlett School of Architecture, September 
 2008, 1, http://anzasca.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/070_Gardiner_Kealy_Mullumby_Charing_ASA2015.pdf.
112 Blair Gardiner, Sarah Charing, Naomi Mullimby and Karen Kealy, Built Pedagogy and Architectural Design in the Architecture Library of 
 the Melbourne School of Design, a Report for the Architectural Science Association, 2015, 733, https://minerva-access.unimelb.edu.
 au/bitstream/handle/11343/192945/ASA%202015%20Built%20pedagogy%20and%20architectural%20design%20in%20the%20
 architecture%20library%20of%20the%20Melbourne%20School%20of%20Design.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y.
113 Kenn Fisher, “The New Learning Environment: Hybrid Designs for Hybrid Learning,” accessed August 26, 2020, 15, https://isredevel
 opment.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/public2-the-new-learning-environment.pdf.
114 Fisher, “The New Learning Environment: Hybrid Designs for Hybrid Learning.”
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“I hear, and I forget. I see, and I remember. I do, and I understand.”

- Confucius (Chinese Philosopher).115 

115 Geschrieben Von, ““I See and I Forget. I Hear and I Remember. I Do and I Understand!“ Source: Confucius ,” Learning Evolution, updated December 29, 
 2017, https://learning-evolution.com/2017/12/29/i-see-and-i-forget-i-hear-and-i-remember-i-do-and-i-understand-source-confucius/.

“I hear, and I forget. 
 I see, and I remember. 
 I do, and I understand.”

- Confucius (Chinese Philosopher).115 
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active learning methods

Active learning highlights the importance that students should be engaged in their learning and consists of 
activities for them to participate in to build their understanding and knowledge.116 Cynthia J. Brame found 
that classrooms that utilise active learning strategies have been proven to be more inclusive and students 
that have been taught traditionally were found 1.5 times more likely to fail in comparison.117 Jung Hyun, 
Ruth Ediger, and Donghun Lee discuss how active learning classrooms along with traditional classrooms 
do not provide optimal classroom design characteristics and suggest that active learning methods could 
potentially conceal the rigidity of a classroom.118 The design proposal will explore this idea to show how 
different active learning methods can be drawn on to inform the activities and atmosphere of an education 
facility. Hadid’s techniques also become the optimal tool when designing an education facility to conceal the 
rigidity of a classroom due to her ability to create transformational spaces. 

116 Cynthia J. Brame, “Active Learning,” Vanderbilt University, accessed July 13, 2020, https://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-
 sub-pages/active-learning/.
117 Brame, “Active Learning.”
118 Jung Hyun, Ruth Ediger, and Donghun Lee, “Students’ Satisfaction on Their Learning Process in Active Learning and 
 Traditional Classrooms,” International Journal of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education 29, no. 1 (2017): 114, 
 https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1135821.pdf.

Active learning theories have been introduced in New Zealand, but it is only 
commonly used in higher education (high school and tertiary). Mary Barlow, 
early years consultant and trainer, believes that encouraging students to learn 
through active learning at a younger age engages them to learn through 
experience and helps them to gain a deeper social skill set.119 Provided below 
are some active learning methods and approaches suggested by Lisa Maurice-
Takerei and Helen Anderson (refer to glossary):120

119 Mary Barlow, “Encouraging Active Learners in Early Years Settings,” Teach Early Years, 
 accessed July 7, 2020, https://www.teachearlyyears.com/learning-and-develop
 ment/view/encouraging-active-learners.
120 Lisa Maurice-Takerei and Helen Anderson, Designs for Leanring: Teaching in Adult, 
 Tertiary and Vocational Education (Auckland: Dunmore Publishing Ltd, 2016), 64-67.

Figure 80. Active Learning Strategies (Drawing by author).

clarification pauses writing activities group evaluation peer review co-operative groups in class large group discussions

active review sessions think-pair-share experiential learning case studies brainstorming hands-on-technology

interactive lecture role-playing forum theatre jigsaw discussion inquiry learning self-assessment
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This literature provides a strong foundation for the development of education facilities in New Zealand. Buildings 
have the power to convey pride, significance and meaning121 and if a building is designed in accordance to students 
learning requirements, then that building has the ability to ignite curiosity and engagement in learning.122 It is 
crucial to create the right “learning landscape”123 for students where the physical spaces are designed in accordance 
to their learning requirements and encourages them to become a “community of learners.”124

As a result of this review, it has become clear that the design of a learning environment based on the utilised 
learning theories is valuable and currently there is inadequacy in demonstrating this through New Zealand 
education architecture. The final design of this research project will develop a “destination for education”125 
that will revitalise a child’s excitement while learning. Overall, this research project will draw on the identified 
knowledge to design an education facility that incorporates active and social learning strategies that encourage 
students active and social involvement during learning.126 

121 Gardiner, Charing, Mullimby and Kealy, Built Pedagogy and Architectural Design in the Architecture Library of the Melbourne 
 School of Design, 730.
122 William Cassell and Jonathan Russell, “Architecture and Pedagogy: The Melbourne School of Design,” ArchitectureAU, 
 updated January 5, 2015, https://architectureau.com/articles/architecture-pedagogy/.
123 Gardiner, Charing, Mullimby and Kealy, Built Pedagogy and Architectural Design in the Architecture Library of the Melbourne 
 School of Design, 730.
124 Gardiner, Charing, Mullimby and Kealy, Built Pedagogy and Architectural Design in the Architecture Library of the Melbourne 
 School of Design, 731.
125 Gardiner, Charing, Mullimby and Kealy, Built Pedagogy and Architectural Design in the Architecture Library of the Melbourne 
 School of Design, 732.
126 Edmond W.M. Lam, Daniel W.M. Chan, and Irene Wong, “The Architecture of Built Pedagogy for Active Learning—A Case Study 
 of a University Campus in Hong Kong,” Buildings 9, no. 11 (2019): 2, https://www.mdpi.com/2075-5309/9/11/230/htm. 
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critical refl
ection 

+ 

design opport
unities

crit two

june 2020

The second evaluation clarified a concise and detailed description of what this research project was aiming to accomplish with facts supporting where the 
cycle of thinking and knowledge came from. An overview of research was given that detailed the different scenarios (refer to Part IV: Design Response) and 
experiments that have been explored.

These design scenarios allowed for alternative thinking as there was no conventional restraints of a site and its contextual relations. During the evaluation the 
three critics raised the following items: 

• Use the current research as a strategy to
    inform design opportunities for all existing 
    kindergartens by choosing multiple within 
     Auckland and testing how they can be modified.
•  Keep the speculative element within the theory 
      and start to test on site to prove how the scenarios 
      will work.
•  Introduce multiple sites (sub-urban and urban) 
     and see how they allow for two different 
     challenging situations.
•  Experiment with more speculative scenarios (e.g. 
       tertiary) and explore the different types of learners 
     to keep the speculative element throughout the 
     research project.

•  There was no site selected.
• Could be concerning if the design was to only 
    privilege indoor spaces as external spaces need 
    to be demonstrated due to programme choice.

•  The research and evidence address the objective 
     and proves that there is anonymity within New 
     Zealand educational architecture.
• The experiments shown through sketching 
    provide an alternative design approach whilst 
    being visually appealing.
• The project has a strong backbone and 
    presenting the design strategies and methods 
    were successful. 

Based on the comments raised from the three critics in regard to the information supplied it is evident that development is required to understand how the 
design strategies will affect the architecture in its context. The design needs to privilege both internal and external spaces therefore at some point this project 
needs to be tested on site.

strengths: weaknesses: opportunities:
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“I think that it is very important to work with first-class public institutions, because these buildings 
lay the foundations of a society and are instrumental in improving it. We’re not talking about 
a private house here. Schools and museums are open to everyone and their design should be 
research-based. This was and is an important criterion to me, because it provides all the instruments 
for future development.” – Zaha Hadid.127

127  Hadid, “The Brixton School,” 121.

– Zaha Hadid.127

“I think that it is very important to work with 
first-class public institutions, because these 
buildings lay the foundations of a society and are 
instrumental in improving it. We’re not talking 
about a private house here. Schools and museums are 
open to everyone and their design should be research-
based. This was and is an important criterion to 
me, because it provides all the instruments for 
future development.” 
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It is important that precise research is done prior to design development and Hadid’s 
design process will be drawn upon during the progression of the design proposal. 
The intention of this design proposal is to highlight the significance of Hadid’s playful 
techniques to enhance a learning space and proposes using architecture as a tool 
to support and influence the activities that take place within a space. The issue of 
anonymity is present within the majority of New Zealand’s education facilities and the 
resulting architecture will affirm the importance of learning.

To understand how active learning pedagogies can influence the design proposal, 
different scenarios were tested in conjunction with Hadid’s techniques to understand 
how the interior of the form could be inhabited. These scenarios became the key driver 
of this research project as they start the design process and have been used since to 
influence and alter any further design decisions. An in-depth investigation into the 
programmatic requirements is not required as the programmes will be based on 
the type of active learning strategies in each scenario. Several scenarios have been 
proposed below and will be used to inform the interior layouts, activities and learning 
methods:

t
h
e
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s
 

hadid’s design process ‘total fluidity’ design process

stage one: research and investigation  site experimentation 
stage two: form modelling    concept creation
stage three: form reconstruction  the journey and the form
stage four: circulation and function   exploration of forms 
stage five: topography modification  the journey and the form
stage six: interior-exterior connection  the spaces
stage seven: final form   final design

Hadid’s design process was reflected on throughout the design response, the 
comparison between her process to this project is:
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An individual or small group learning area. 

Role playing and forum theatre can be done on the fluid, layered stage as children will feel their 
stories are less restricted and have the ability to flourish without constraints in comparison 
to the generic four walls of a room. The active learning techniques of brainstorming and 
interactive lecture can be enhanced in such areas due to the fluid. free-flowing form. The 
cubbies created in the walls and floors are inspired by the technique of mass manipulation 
and allow students to interact in small groups or individually to take part in activities such as: 
think-pair-share, peer review, self-assessment and clarification pauses. 

5.  Overlapping
17.  Folding
19.  Seamless
20.  Smooth
23.  Amorphous
27.  Mass Manipulation
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scenario one
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scenario two

An individual learning area. 

The overlapping and fragmented walls create small private spaces where children can take 
part in activities such as clarification pauses, “minute paper”, individual brainstorming, 
think-pair-share and peer review. This is also reflected through the fragmented cuts where 
children can disperse into cubbies individually. Jigsaw discussion and inquiry learning is 
offered through the interactive wall where students can draw, write and change the angles to 
problem solve. Secondary cuts act as openings and allow for natural light to enter.

4.  Fragmentation
5.  Overlapping
10.  Explosion
11.  Collision
13.  Shattering
21.  Kinetic
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scenario three

An open and large group play area. 

The line formation is used to connect the walls to the ceiling and colour placement can be used to create 
a visual connection. The kinetic ribbon like structure allows for hands-on-technology as children can 
interact with the walls and encourages adaptation within their surrounding environment. Students are 
able to break away into groups for clarification pauses, “minute paper”, think-pair-share and peer reviews 
using the cubbies. The large open format of the room encourages children to take part in large group 
discussions, co-operative groups, group evaluations and interactive learning.

1.  Space
7.  Line Formation
9.  Colour Placement
17.  Folding
21.  Kinetic
27.  Mass Manipulation
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scenario four

An open play area with spaces for smaller or larger group interactions. 

Cubbies are cut into the walls where children have their own areas to implement all the strategies of active 
learning. The cubbies are different sizes and shapes to allow for larger, smaller or individual activities. 
Inclined bridges introduce the element of play into a study area and the juxtaposition shown through these 
shapes and inclines creates an abstract design that has multiple uses and creates a flexible learning space. 

1.  Space
2.  Block
3.  Juxtaposition
18.  Abstraction
20.  Incline
25.  Defying Gravity
26.  Cantilever
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scenario five

An open entrance area where children are able to engage with their teachers and parents. 

The overall form has been manipulated to guide the parents and children into a certain direction. This encourages 
children to go outside and introduces the ideas of experiential learning and case studies while the openness 
of the area allows for large group discussions and co-operative groups between the teachers and parents. Role 
Playing and Forum theatre can be implemented in this area on occasional basis as the calligraphy pattern and 
open space references a theatre experience.

15.  Distortion
16.  Deformation
19.  Seamless
20.  Incline
22.  Smooth
24.  Calligraphy
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The speculative nature of this project needed to be developed and explored on site to reveal 
how the design proposal could work in context. Two contrasting sites were investigated to 
show how the techniques and scenarios function in different locations.  The two sites selected 
were the Silverdale site (suburban landscape) and the Wynyard Quarter site (dense urban 
landscape). Silverdale provided lush greenery, sloping topography and a large surface area, 
compared to Wynyard Quarter which provided commercial zoning, flat topography, and limited 
surface area. The two sites were chosen to understand how the scenarios may be altered based 
on their environments while demonstrating if the design strategies are successful and easily 
adaptable in any location of New Zealand. 
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Figure 89. W
ynyard Quarter Tim

eline Ariel Shots Collage (Photos by Auckland Council). 

wynyard quarter 
Wynyard Quarter is located at the waterfront of Auckland City and is currently going through a large urban restructure.128 Auckland urban 
regeneration agency, Panuku and Precinct Properties are working together to expand for 48,000m2 of commercial space at Wynyard 
Quarter129 which will result in an increase in movement and activity in the area. 

Precinct Properties believes there will be an increase, with around 25,000 workers and 3,000 residents in the area.130 The vision for 
Wynyard Quarter is for a combination of shops, office developments and homes to create and grow an all-inclusive, diverse and outgoing 
residential and commercial community.131 

The 2018 Census report indicates that around 60% of Auckland City’s population is made up of young adults from the age range of 
20-34132 and a female’s median age to have children is between 27-30 while a male‘s is 29-32.133 With the commercial and residential 
development growth over the next 20 years this percentage will continue to increase as more job opportunities arise.

With no early childhood centres currently located in Wynyard Quarter it becomes a suitable testing site that sits within a dense urban 
landscape. The site chosen within Wynyard Quarter is located at 124 Halsey Street and is currently a vacant piece of land that is used as 
a car park. The ocean is located opposite the site while conveniently also being within close proximity of the bus depot making this site 
ideal for parents who live out of the city but travel there daily for work. With a small ground area, the design will be developed as a high-
rise structure to allow for testing on two different formal shapes. 

128 “Wynyard Quarter,” Panuku Development Auckland, Auckland Council Organisation, accessed July 28, 2020, https://www.panuku.co.nz/wynyard-quarter.
129 “6- Hub for Business and Innovation,” Panuku Development Auckland, Auckland Council Organisation, accessed July 28, 2020, https://www.panuku.
 co.nz/projects/wynyard-quarter/chapter/regenerating-wynyard-quarter.
130 “Wynyard Quarter Innovation Precinct,” Precinct, accessed July 28, 2020, https://www.precinct.co.nz/wynyard-quarter.
131 “1- Regenerating Wynyard Quarter,” Panuku Development Auckland, Auckland Council Organisation, accessed July 28, 2020, https://www.panuku.co.nz/
 wynyard-quarter/chapter/regenerating-wynyard-quarter.
132 Auckland Council, 2018 Census Results: Auckland City Centre, October 2019, 2, https://censusauckland.co.nz/files/Auckland%20City%20Centre%20
 2018%20Census%20info%20sheet.pdf.
133 “Parenting and Fertility Trends in New Zealand: 2018,” Stats NZ, accessed July 30, 2020, https://www.stats.govt.nz/reports/parenting-and-fertili
 ty-trends-in-new-zealand-2018.
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50m 100m0m0              100m

Figure 90. Wynyard Quarter Ariel Shot (Photo by 
Auckland Council).

Figure 91. Wynyard Quarter Building Footprints 
and Road Marks (Photo by author).

Figure 92. Wynyard Quarter Carparks, Pedestrian cross-
ing and selected site(black) (Photo by author).
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Figure 93. Wynyard Quarter Zoning (Photo by author). Figure 94. Wynyard Quarter Water and Landscaping connection 
(Photo by author).

Figure 95. Wynyard Quarter Contours (Photo by author).
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Figure 96. Silverdale Tim
eline Ariel Shots Collage (Photos by Auckland Council). 

Silverdale has significant importance to both European and Māori communities throughout history. The Wēiti River is one of the most prominent features of 
Silverdale as it acts as the ‘highway’ for both European and Māori settlers.134 Silverdale has developed over time as a more cohesive commercial and residential 
township with streets designed to hold a range of commercial buildings on the main road. The recent substantial increase in population has seen a growth in 
commercial and residential structures and the council is eager to continue future growth by increasing residential opportunities as well as continuing to grow the 
commercial areas.135 This region has the potential to grow into a high- demand location making it a suitable environment for an upcoming new early childhood 
centre.   

Silverdale has the opportunity to develop and create a ‘high-quality public realm with strong connections to place.’136 There is promise within the suburb to create a 
stronger connection to the Wēiti River and promote identity and pride. The site chosen within Silverdale is located at 2 Te Awa Place as it is situated off a busy road 
and has a dense residential area opposite it while still visually connected to the Wēiti River. There is a hospice located within walking distance that encourages the 
different generations to interact and has the ability to create a better connection between the facility and the wider community. This relationship has successfully 
proven to decrease loneliness and death in elderlies while teaching young children the importance to respect and help their elders.137 

Auckland City Council’s goal is to create an attractive streetscape to increase the level of residential activity in Silverdale138 and as the population continues to rise, 
a new early childhood education facility has the opportunity to strive in this location. Any new developments in Silverdale are to incorporate the Te Aranga Design 
Principles to improve protection, development and reinstatement of the mana whenua to allow for a deeper connection and pride in its place.139 The development 
of education is important in Silverdale and requires close contact with the mana whenua and mataawaka to ensure success for young people140 but, will not be 
deliberately reflected on during the design stages due to the limited time of this research project. The principles of Taiao, Mauri Tu and Tohu (refer to glossary) were 
addressed briefly during the design development stages and would be developed further to carry out a deeper analysis and understanding for the Māori culture if 
the project was later continued.  

134 B. Clark, Silverdale Heritage Led Character Design Guidelines, a Report for Hibiscus and Bays Local Board: Auckland Council, November 2017, 1, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/
 plans-projects-policies-reports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/place-based-plans/Documents/silverdale-heritage-design-guide.pdf
135 Clark, Silverdale Heritage Led Character Design Guidelines, 1.
136 Clark, Silverdale Heritage Led Character Design Guidelines, 8.
137 Tiffany R. Jansen, “Education: The Preschool Inside a Nursing Home,” The Atlantic, updated January 20, 2016, https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2016/01/the-preschool-in
 side-a-nursing-home/424827/.
138 Clark, Silverdale Heritage Led Character Design Guidelines, 10.
139 Clark, Silverdale Heritage Led Character Design Guidelines, 23.
140 Auckland Council, Hibiscus and Bays (Te Mahere A Te Poari A-Rohe) Local Board Plan 2014, 2014, 46, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/about-auckland-council/how-auckland-council-
 works/local-boards/all-local-boards/hibiscus-bays-local-board/Documents/hibiscus-bays-local-board-plan-2014.pdf.

silverdale
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Figure 97. Silverdale Ariel Shot (Photo by Auckland Council). Figure 98. Silverdale Building Footprints and Road Marks 
(Photo by author).

Figure 99. Silverdale Medical/ Hospice connection, shared road 
and selected site(black) (Photo by author).
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Figure 100. Silverdale Zoning (Photo by author). Figure 101. Silverdale Water and Landscaping connec-
tion (Photo by author).

Figure 102. Silverdale Contours (Photo by author).
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“Personally, I think that [a] school building, more than any other, can re-establish a 
sense of the country we live in. I think that today we badly need to convey a sense of 
community, especially in the young, who in turn belong to a wider local community.”

- Peter Walker, Principle of Evelyn Grace Academy.141

141  Hadid, “The Brixton School,” 127.

“Personally, I think that [a] school building, 
more than any other, can re-establish a sense 
of the country we live in. I think that today 
we badly need to convey a sense of community, 
especially in the young, who in turn belong to a 
wider local community.”

- Peter Walker, Principle of Evelyn Grace Academy.141  
(Designed by Hadid)

Acknowledging Walker’s and Hadid’s thoughts on education facility design, the following 
concepts were created based on the important landmarks and features within the community.

Through history, Wynyard Quarter is known to house a large 
number of silos and since multiple playgrounds and structures 
have been created in reference to the shape. The following 
design concepts were inspired from the same shape to show the 
significance to this history as over the next 20 years the existing 
silos will be relocated due to the large urban restructure.

The ocean was another design factor of significance as the site 
sits on the edge of the water and is located opposite a boat 
dock. Incorporating fluid motions throughout the concept stage 
was important to signify the value of the water that surrounds 
Wynyard Quarter. 

As Silverdale is classified as a sub-urban region and surrounded 
by a vast amount of greenery, the concepts are inspired by Froebel, 
who gave meaning to the word ‘kindergarten’ as a metaphorical 
garden.142

Another design factor was the connection the design should have 
to the Wēiti River as it is important in bringing identity and pride 
to Silverdale according to the Auckland council. Therefore, fluid 
motions and orientation layouts were carefully applied through 
the concept stage. 

142  Dudek, A Design Manual: Schools And Kindergartens, 55.

wynyard quarter silverdale

concept creation 
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Three silo shaped forms wrapped 
together by a fluid motion that 
signifies a connection to the water 
which act as circulation. One silo 
sits off the ground and on top of 
the existing building on site which 
creates a variety of different heights 
and viewpoints from all directions. 
The different height connections also 
allow for possible rooftop design 
opportunities. 

A fluid motion creating reference 
to a wave flowing from the water. 
The motion folds around the central 
core that is shaped as a sidewise 
silo to create an enclosed and safe 
structure for children. This fold acts 
as an embrace wrapping around the 
structure.

One main silo shaped structure with a 
smaller secondary one as the entrance 
point. A wave like form wraps itself 
around the larger structure creating 
a connection directly from the water. 
The continuous wrapping motion 
brings a sense of safety as it acts as 
an embrace on the main structure.

Multiple different shaped silos 
stacked on top of one another and 
the existing building to create depth 
and gaps between the forms that 
allow for maximum light entry. This 
also creates an enclosed entrance as 
the silo hangs off the existing site 
structure.

The element of water and the history 
of silo are combined to create fluid 
jelly like forms. Different shapes are 
layered to create an abstract coral 
form in reference to the elements of 
the water and also bringing the ideas 
of nature to a busy urban dense area. 

wynyard quarter 

concept one concept two concept three concept four concept five

Figure 103-107. Wynyard Quarter concept creations 1-5 (Drawings by author).

Petal shapes slide down the contours 
of the site and create streamlines 
in between that act as circulation 
paths while signifying the river 
through orientation and movement. 
This concept allows for all scenarios 
to be kept separately while being 
connected through the pathways. 

A tulip flower as it blooms with petals 
wrapping around create enclosed, 
safe spaces for learning. The opening 
of the tulip sits in line with the river 
creating visual connections to the 
We ̄iti River and due to the steepness 
of the site the tulip shape would 
look as if it is growing from the 
ground. The steam and leaves create 
interesting circulation paths and play 
areas. 

A standard flower shape with some 
petals fully bloomed and others still 
in motion. This creates interesting 
movement in the form and allows 
for some areas to be open and others 
to be enclosed. The steam created an 
interesting entrance way. 

A fluid, folding motion in reference 
to the Wēiti River. The form folds 
around the central core creating an 
enclosed and safe structure. The folds 
began to open as they reach the river 
to allow a stronger indoor to outdoor 
connection.

Two petal shapes create large open 
spaces with a fluid motion wrapping 
along the face creating a connection 
to the river and enclosing the 
structure. The petals will rise from 
a narrow point to look as if they are 
growing from the ground. This also 
creates a wider visual connection to 
the river due to the slope of the site. 

silverdale

concept one concept two concept three concept four concept five

Figure 108-112. Silverdale concepts creations 1-5 (Drawings by author).
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The scenarios were placed within the 
concepts to understand how they may 
function together and also allowed for 
exploration of the thresholds, levels, 
circulation paths and viewpoints.
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concept one concept two

• three silo shaped structures show history to surroundings;
• ribbon wrapped around building creates an embraced and 
    enclosed feeling;
• silos differ in height creating openings for light and 
    optimum view shafts to water;
• scenarios located on separate levels with vertical circulation 
    connections creates a vertical city;
• opportunities for rooftop garden/ play area and 
    incorporation of biophilic design elements;
• safe entrance into the site and off the busy roads; and
• three separate structures for entrance, play and learning.

• unused area on site due to shape of silos;
• vertical circulation is hard to place;
• limitation of floor area; and
• entrance is hidden from main road.

• shows importance to water as flowing motion is replicated in 
    the building and acts as a wave coming from the ocean;
• the wrapping ribbon like structure creates an enclosed, safe 
    interior environment;
• interior to exterior connection is strong as the ribbon opens 
    creating paved guided pathway to entrance;
• full site is optimised;
• central vertical circulation;
• open floor plans with scenarios on different floor levels; and
• visual vertical connection.

• scenarios all fit together into one form;
• small high-rise design due to the shape of the silo;
• ribbon design elements takes up interior programme and 
    circulation design space; and
• site threshold is off a busy road.

strengths 

weaknesses 

strengths 

weaknesses 
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Figure 113-117. Wynyard Quarter exploration of 
forms 1-5 (Drawings by author).

concept three concept four concept five

• optimise of high-rise element as one large silo form used;
• entrance symbolises wave coming from the ocean and 
    wrapping around building creating an enclosed, safe 
    interior environment;
• spiral staircase creates fluid visual connection vertically 
    through the building; and
• scenarios located on separate levels creates a vertical city.

• scenarios all fit together into one form;
• unused area on site dues to shape of silo;
• scenarios all fit together into one large form; and
• site threshold is off a busy road.

• three silo shaped structures show history to surroundings;
• unique silo shape used that allows for interesting play area 
    and optimises light entrance to the building;
• opportunities for rooftop garden/ play area and 
    incorporation of biophilic design elements; and
• different heights create multiple view shafts.

• site threshold is off a busy road;
• unused area on site dues to shape of silos; and
• vertical circulation connection is hard to place.

• safe entrance into the site and off the busy roads;
• various shapes and sizes to hold all scenarios in unique areas;
• fluid jelly-like form in reference to the water and motion of nature;
• interesting visual connections vertically through building;
• opportunities for enclosed rooftop garden/ play area and 
    incorporation of biophilic design elements ;
• strong indoor to outdoor connection;
• each scenario has its own space;
• incorporation of larger and smaller areas; and
• different heights create multiple view shafts.

• unused area on site dues to shape of morphed silos;
• unusual shapes cause limitations of use;
• entrance is hidden from main road; and
• structure needs multiple different vertical circulation routes 
    as there are separated layers and may result in wastage of 
    space.

strengths 

weaknesses 

strengths 

weaknesses 

strengths 

weaknesses 
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concept one concept two

• the flow of the petals sits nicely on the steep site;
• creates unique pathways through the forms;
• each scenario is kept separately and connected through 
    circulation;
• creates a little city using a number of different buildings 
    with pathways acting as roads;
• strong connection to nature and the Wēiti River due to 
   orientation;
• site space is used well; and
• strong indoor to outdoor connections.

• buildings are not connected and circulation during colder 
    months could be a problem;
• pointed narrow designs could create empty unusable spaces;
• one level design could cause limitations of views; and
• outdoor play areas at top and bottom become separated from 
    scenarios and possible unsafe. 

• connection to nature as the tulip grows from the ground;
• tulip opening towards view with strong visual connection 
    to Wēiti River;
• steam and leaves symbolise movement and incorporate 
    outdoor play elements;
• double story optimising view shafts; and 
• safe and enclosed form.

• full site space is not optimised;
• the design is built upwards and not outwards on such a 
    large site;
• entrance to structure is far off road;
• scenarios all fit together into one form; and
• orientation of tulip decreases natural daylight.

strengths 

weaknesses 

strengths 

weaknesses 
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Figure 118-122. Silverdale exploration of forms 1-5 
(Drawings by author).

concept three concept four concept five

• entrance off steam guided parents and children right into 
    the heart of the building;
• central circulation;
• each petal branches off allowing for separate rooms; 
    however are all central connected for easy of circulation; 
    and
• blooming petals create fluid overhangs and reference to 
    water movement. 

• pointed narrow designs could create empty unusable 
    spaces;
• one level design with limitations of views; and
• outdoor play areas at top and bottom become separated 
    from scenarios and possible unsafe Petals may not sit 
    comfortable on such a steep site.

• shows importance to the river as flowing motion is 
    replicated in the building;
• the wrapping ribbon like structure creates an enclosed and 
    safe interior environment;
• the ribbon flows down the steepness of the site;
• Interior to exterior connection is strong as the ribbon opens 
    creating paved outdoor play areas and pathway to 
    entrance; and
• full site is optimised.

• long and narrow interior spaces;
• circulation becomes unnecessary long throughout the 
    structure;
• one level design with limitations of views; and
• no connection to the idea of the ‘flower.’

• two petal shapes growing from the ground;
• fluid ribbon wraps around the entire building;
• two Large open spaces;
• double story optimising view shafts;
• safe and enclosed form;
• circulation around structure creates interesting visual 
    connections;
• large opening facing the view shaft to the Wēiti River; and
• central entrance place for parents and children.

• full site space is not optimised;
• entrance to structure is far off road;
• circulation is longer to avoid disturbance to large open; 
    spaces; and
• outdoor play areas at top and bottom become separated 
    from scenarios and possible unsafe Orientation of 
    large openings decrease natural daylight.

strengths 

weaknesses 

strengths 

weaknesses 

strengths 

weaknesses 
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silverdale -concept one

silverdale -concept three wynyard quarter -concept twoFigure 123-146. Models tested physical on site with modifications 
tested using different mediums. All these tests and modifications 
relate back to Hadid’s design process (Photos by author).

The concepts were refined after analysing the strengths and weaknesses and two (per site) were 
selected. The concepts were chosen based on the originality of their shape and how the scenarios 
physically occupied the space. This presented a better insight when understanding the possible 
thresholds, levels, circulation paths and viewpoints. 

The forms were modelled using different mediums to understand how they connect to the site and 
their surroundings. Alterations were tested to visualise if stronger connections could be made and 
provided information to find the best concepts. 

Concept two was chosen for Wynyard quarter as it allowed for testing in a high-rise format and was 
better suited to the surrounding buildings while also showing significance to history of the silos. 

Concept one was chosen for Silverdale as the fluidity of the form sat seamlessly within the site context. 
The movement and flow of the form showed direct connection to the Wēiti River through orientation 
and as a viewpoint. While both concepts still had weaknesses, they would be tested and modified 
further using the techniques of Hadid during the design development stage. 

concept refinement

wynyard quarter -concept five
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critical refl
ection 

+ 

design opport
unities

crit three

august 2020

The final evaluation of the year focused primarily on design work as the scenarios were tested on different terrains to understand how they could interact based 
on their surroundings. The design opportunities were advised from feedback received in the previous crit as the project looked into different site options and 
refined the choice down to two substantially different topographies and locations. 

The testing process involved placement of the scenarios, modification of the concepts and interior influence of the scenarios. This testing method allowed for 
refinement to identify the strengths and weaknesses of each concept. During the evaluation the five critics raised the following items:

• Look into built pedagogy as similar studies 
    have been done on higher education facilities.
• Pick one concept and design in depth that will 
    reflect all the research done to date.
• Further development through abstract 
    drawings to reflect the strength of the 
    scenarios.

• There was a lot of work that was hard to follow 
    due to the time limit of the presentation.
• There seemed to be a disconnection with the 
    overall design to Hadid’s forms. 
• A lot of work has been done and shown but 
    may be too much to carry on developing both 
    sites.

• The methodology of design was clear and easy 
    to understand.
• Strong research and great passion behind the 
    project which makes the research significant 
    and believable. 

Based on the comments raised from the five critics in regard to the information supplied it is evident that further development of one site is required to 
understand the relationship between the overall form, interior and site. All design elements must mesh well together to achieve fluidity through the shape. 

strengths: weaknesses: opportunities:
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The journey onto the site and through the scenarios was difficult to work with due to the 
topography, especially when considering wheelchair accessibility. This was a very important 
issue to overcome as one of the aims throughout this research project has been to enhance the 
learning opportunities by designing an all-inclusive, diverse learning environment.

The original concept sits as five separate buildings sprawled across the site with no roof or 
covering between them. This issue needed to be developed as it could cause problems during 
the colder seasons when children and teachers move from one scenario to another. As outlined 
below, several trails were proposed to understand the floor area, levels, thresholds, pathways, 
coverings and gateways.

the journey and the form

The Silverdale concept has been developed further due to the 
complexity of the site, this includes a significant 30 metre height 
difference between the contours and the formal layout of the 
concept as there was no connection between each scenario. The 
difficulties allowed for intricacy and complexity and will result in an 
outcome that faces many tests and experiments.   
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test one

This layout replicated the original concept 
sketch with five separate petals for each 
scenario and circulation paths in between.

• The overall area was unnecessarily too big 
    (4670m2).
• Limited outdoor play areas.
• Building became close to the boundary 
    lines and would cause complications when 
    placing the roof form.

weaknesses 

test two

This layout still replicated the original concept 
but at a much smaller scale and provided 
space for outdoor play areas that were 
intertwined between the scenarios. The form 
was experimented by exploring individual 
teardrop coverings.

• The individual forms do not cover the 
    pathways in between the petals and 
    will cause complications during the colder 
    seasons.
• To allow for seamless integration with the 
    topography the teardrop shape could not 
    provide sufficient ceiling heights due to 
    the number of levels.

weaknesses 

test three

This layout has the same floor plan as Test 2 
but looked at a different option for roofing 
that also accommodates for the pathways in 
between the petals. 

• To keep the visual flow towards the Wēiti 
    River materiality was carefully placed but 
    still prevented natural sunlight to enter 
    due to the levels being built within the 
    topography.
• The walls surrounding each petal would 
    have become vertically glazed curtain walls 
    that would not offer a new design feature.
• With five petals and 2-3 floor levels 
    per petal the interior circulation would 
    become overly complicated for accessibility 
    requirements.
• It became apparent that accessible ramps 
    would not work between the petals as 
    there was limited space for the 12:1 ratio.

weaknesses 

test four

This layout looked at building within the 
topography by connecting the petals together 
to create a base that would act as the outdoor 
play area. Five floor levels for each scenario 
were cut within the topography with a central 
lift for accessibility requirements and fluid 
barriers help to enclose the space and act as 
a protection strategy for the outdoor play area. 

• The original concept starts to disappear.
• This design removes the complication of 
    the topography instead of working with it.
• There is no need to design a high-rise 
    structure due to the area of the site.
• The natural sunlight is blocked as North is 
    opposite the slope.

weaknesses 

test five

This layout reverted to the original layout and 
pushed the petal further apart to allow for a 
12:1 ramp to zigzag down the site.

• The separation of the petals did not look 
    seamless and connected.
• The pathways would become long and 
    dangerous.
• Limited outdoor play areas due to the 
    pathways taking up a large amount of 
    space.
• The design spanned over 110 metres down 
    the site.

weaknesses 

test six

This layout kept the shape of each petal by 
horizontally placing them on the site which 
meant each petal contained only one floor 
level. The pathways still flowed between the 
petals with outdoor play areas tucked around 
them.

• The connection to the Wēiti River was lost 
    due to the change in orientation.
• The pathway still did not meet the 12:1 
    ramp requirement.
• Site entrance was too close to the main 
    road.

weaknesses 

test seven 

These layouts reduced the number of petals 
to minimise the number of pathways. One 
layout looks at the entrance from the top of 
the site while the other from the bottom. 

• The scenarios placement was not carefully 
    thought about. 
• The pathway still did not meet the 12:1 
    ramp requirement.
• Multiple lifts would need to be installed 
    due to the number of floor levels.
• Outdoor play areas were not considered.

weaknesses 

test eight

Refer to test seven.

Figure 149-156. Tests on site 
to understand the journey, 
form and scale of the concept 
(Drawings by author).
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Figure 157. The successful test (Drawing by author).

• The larger petal wraps around the scenario spaces to create a safety barrier for the outdoor play area while also connecting to the overall form.   
• The two play/ group learning areas are kept in one petal and the two individual/ pair learning areas are kept in the other to help control noise pollution.
• Five floor levels for the five scenarios (the entrance and teachers’ area are kept separate).
• Only two lifts are required as floor levels have been minimised.
• Entrance to petals sit on the same contour so no ramps are required.
• Central covered staircase for other children to access play area.
• Biophilic design strategies are strong.
• Building entrance orientation points towards the Wēiti River (Tohu).
• Site entrance is a safe distance from main road.
• Skylights allow for maximum sunlight (heavily used on Northern face).
• Green space kept free (Taiao) for sports or family events. 

strengths:

s
u
c
c
e
s
s
f
u
l
.

This layout kept a similar petal arrangement as Test 8 (with minor changes). The 
formal shape started to take place as the learning spaces are enclosed under one 
large petal and the welcome area is kept in another. 

test nine
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the materiality

Materiality is important to consider when thinking about the environment (Mauri Tu), 
similar to children, the materiality has the potential to reform the future. However, it is 
also important to note that children should feel protected and safe when within their 
learning environment, therefore, glassfibre reinforced concrete (GRC) will be used on the 
exterior shell of the building. GRC is a composite material that can be moulded to suit 
any complex shape and will be used to clad the exterior of the building. The lightweight, 
prefabricated panels have advantages of chemical resistance, good sound and heat 
insulation properties and durability.143 GRC provides a strong sense of protection as it 
clones the look of heavy dense concrete, yet has better economical properties, such as: 
less raw material consumption, less energy usage during production and the minimised 
weight and thickness lowers carbon emission during transportation and installation.144 

143 “What Is GRC,” GRC New Zealand Ltd - Manufactures Glassfibre Reinforced Concrete, accessed 
 September 22, 2020, https://www.grcnz.co.nz/overview.php.
144 “Benefits of GRC,” GRC New Zealand Ltd - Manufactures Glassfibre Reinforced Concrete, 
 accessed September 22, 2020, https://www.grcnz.co.nz/benefits-of-grc.php.

Along with GRC, ETFE (Ethylene Tetrafluoroethylene) will be installed to the metal space 
frame as the properties are suitable for the flexibility of the structure. ETFE is a translucent 
polymer sheet and will be used to substitute glass due to the large number of curved 
facades in the design. ETFE allows for better light transmission, insulation and also costs 
24-70% less to install than glass145 and the tensile material is also environmentally 
sustainable as it requires less energy to manufacture, transport and install.146 

145 Jackie Craven, “ETFE and the New Look of Plastic,” ThoughtCo, updated November 20, 2018, 
 https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-etfe-new-bubble-buildings-177662.
146 Amy Richardson, “ETFE: Why This Building Material Is Gaining Popularity - Architen Landrell,” 
 Architen Lanrell, updated March 5, 2009, https://www.architen.com/articles/etfe-the-new-fabric-
 roof/.

Figure 158. Glassfibre Reinforced Concrete (Photo by Aalborq Portland Belqium). Figure 159. Ethylene Tetrafluoroethylene (Photo by Holscot Fluoroplastics).

Polyurethane Foam is a fine-cell foam that will be used to line the interior of the scenarios 
to provide cushion and security147 within the complexity of the form. When the foam 
is kept to a medium-low density (15-30kg/m3)148 it becomes softer and more pliable 
and will be suitable to use along the curved interior surface. The fine-cell material has 
features that include excellent thermal insulation and chemical resistance, low vapour 
and water absorption and provides a seamless finish.149 In addition, polyurethane is 
available in many sizes, shapes and colours150 which is required when designing an early 
childhood education facility. Acoustic foam will be installed in areas where sound may be 
a problem to control as it has similar characteristics as polyurethane foam yet can reduce 
noise pollution. 

147 “Polyethylene Foam: Its Uses, Characteristics, and Varieties,” Foam Factory Inc, accessed 
 September 10, 2020, https://www.foambymail.com/blog/polyethylene-foam-its-uses-character
 istics-and-varieties/.
148 “Technical Products,” Sheelafoam, accessed September 27, 2020, http://www.sheelafoam.com/
 soft-foam-exports.html.
149 “Volara Type 2A Foam,” Foam Factory Inc, accessed September 27, 2020, https://www.foamby
 mail.com/VA2/volara-foam-type-2a.html.
150 Foam Factory Inc, “Polyethylene Foam: Its Uses, Characteristics, and Varieties.”

Aside from the general use of concrete and natural greenery, artificial grass will be used 
in the outdoor play area. Artificial grass will bring consistency throughout the design 
as bright colours can be used to symbolise different areas and activities. Good quality 
artificial grass is generally eco-friendly and can be recycled while also requiring less 
maintenance and reducing carbon emission from fuel powered garden tools.151 

151 Paula Wilson, “Artificial Grass FAQs for the Armchair Expert,” Eco Lawn, updated February 19, 
 2018, https://ecolawn.nz/artificial-grass-faqs-armchair-expert/.

Figure 160. Polyurethane Foam (Photo by Indiamart). Figure 161. Turf (Photo by Supreme Lawns).
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the colour

the ratio
The New Zealand Legislation and the Education (Early Childhood Services) 
Regulations 2008 reveals that each child should have a minimum of 2.5m2 
activity space indoors and 5m2 outdoors and there should be no more than 
150 children attending a childcare facility at one time. The minimum number 
of children to staff (not specifically teachers) is required to be: 155

This information is valuable to inform the size and areas required for both the 
teachers and children. It additionally provides information on creating spaces 
that host the optimum teacher to student ratio, so that the kindergarten is not 
just an environment to encourage ‘play’ but also supports the learner and their 
preferred method of learning.

155 A. Satyanand, Education (Early Childhood Services) Regulations 2008, a Report for 
 the New Zealand Legislation, April 2020, 50,  http://www.legislation.govt.nz/regula
 tion/public/2008/0204/latest/whole.html#DLM1412624.

Colour can be used to stimulate a child’s intellectual and sensory development,152 it can cause 
different behaviours and influence moods and emotions which can either be positive or negative.153 
The range and brightness in colour can vary from:154

Blue: Often used in commercial spaces as it evokes the emotions of confidence, positivity and 
security.

Yellow: Used to gain attention due to its bright, impactful colour which transmits the emotions of 
joy, optimism and curiosity. 

Red: Often used in commercial spaces and fast-food outlets as it stimulates excitement, energy and 
impulse.

Green: Related to nature and used heavily in hospitals and relaxation centres and promotes tran-
quillity, calmness and serenity. 

Orange: Often used in creative environments such as studios or schools, to transmit enthusiasm, 
creativity, euphoria and intensity. If this colour is used alongside blue, it can project the idea of trust 
and spontaneity.

Violet: Used to stimulate softness, well-being and calmness.

152 Matheus Pereira and Marina Gosselin, “The Role of Color in Architecture: Visual Effects and Psychological 
 Stimuli,” ArchDaily, updated June 9, 2018, https://www.archdaily.com/895498/the-role-of-color-in-architec
 ture-visual-effects-and-psychological-stimuli.
153 Peter Barrett, Yufan Zhang, Fay Davies and Lucinda Barrett, Clever Classrooms : Summary Report of the 
 HEAD Project, a Report for the University of Salford Manchester,  February 2015, 36, http://usir.salford.ac.uk/id/
 eprint/35221/1/120515%20Clever%20Classrooms.pdf.
154 Pereira and Gosselin, “The Role of Color in Architecture: Visual Effects and Psychological Stimuli.”

number of children attending minimum staffing

1-6
7-20

21-30
31-40

10 student increment =

1
2
3
4
1 more staff member

the structure

Due to the significant curves and slopes from the chosen form, a pyramid space 
frame construction technique is suitable for the circular dome shape156 of this design 
proposal. A space frame is a truss-like, light weight, rigid system assembled using a 
geometric pattern with interlocking struts that can span large areas with few interior 
supports.157 The space frame will consist of steel as it can sustain more load, hold 
a longer span and has better maintenance properties then timber. Along with the 
space frame structure, fabricated steel box sections cast inside concrete ‘v’ columns 
and plinths will be used where extra support is required. This column will be used as 
the symmetrical property can be curved to compliment the curvature of the building.

156 Aditya B.N.Y, “Space Frame,” Slideshare, updated February 6,2016, https://www.slideshare.
 net/bnvaditya3/space-frames-57944276.
157 B.N.Y, “Space Frame.” Figure 162-164. Structural Details (Drawings by author).
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weiti river

whangaparaoa road (main road)

te awa place

t
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The existing surrounding environment 
(greenery, contours, building footprints, 
roads and river. 

The following collages identify the final design decisions and explore 
abstract representations of the scenarios that will be further developed for 
the final presentation.

 Kinetic 

Figure 165. Site surroundings (Photo by author). 
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The two petal forms have been placed towards the North of the site to allow for 
maximum sunlight entry and by using only half the site it prevents the natural 
environment from being disturbed (Taiao). The scenarios have been placed in 
accordance to noise level. Scenario five is kept separate as it acts as the teachers 
and parent’s area whereas, scenario one and two are kept together as the quite 
learning areas for individual and pair learning. Scenario three and four are the 
playful learning areas for large group learning. 

Figure 166. Form and Scenario Placement (Photo by author). Figure 167. Floor Levels and Contours (Photo by author). 

Contours have been smoothed, resulting in less floor levels 
for wheelchair accessible requirements. Due to the slope of 
the site the floors are excavated into the ground.

open skylight
glassed skylight

glass between panels
The form acts as a safety barrier, with the outdoor play area located at the 
top of the site the form wraps around the space to protect and enclose it 
from the main road. This drawing shows the separate panels (indicated 
by the darker lines) that act as the fencing yet still hold a fluid motion 
and show connection to the overall formal shape. 

Open skylights are placed on the northern face of the building 
to allow optimum sunlight to enter onto the outdoor play area. 
Glass skylights were an important consideration as they allow 
for daylight to enter on the southern side of the building where 
sunlight will be minimal due to the slope of the site. A few 
panels were placed with openings between them to allow for 
sunlight to enter as the sun rises and sets.

Figure 168. Fencing (Photo by author). Figure 169. Windows (Photo by author). 
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The skylights and opening between panels allow for maximum 
sunlight entry during summer and winter. Openings have been 
placed on the eastern and western sides to capture maximum 
sunlight as the sun orbits. However, this will cause shadows due 
to the floor levels being excavated into the ground (indicated 
with black cast). To best utilise this space, the stairs, lifts, 
bathrooms and storage areas will be placed here.

winter sun path

summer sun path

Figure 170. Landscaping (Photo by author). Figure 171. Sun Path (Photo by author). 

Landscaping is kept to a minimum at the north of the site to prevent heavy 
shadows to be cast into the structure. Trees will be planted around the edges 
to provide protection and shelter from neighbouring buildings. Bushes and 
small trees will be planted inside the structure around the outdoor play area 
and stepped pathway as it is important for children to engage with nature and 
introduces biophilic design strategies.

This drawing shows the building’s core and how parents, 
students and teachers may journey through the building. The 
dark grey box indicates the lift and shows how wheelchair 
accessible students will journey onto the top floor and to the 
outdoor play area. 

site entrance

building entrance

outdoor play area exit

children
teachers
parents

wheelchair accessibility

The site is entered off a quiet, private road, therefore, street 
parking will be utilised to minimise disturbance on the site. A 
wheelchair accessible ramp (12m long: 1m rise) from street to 
building has been placed in a fluid motion acting as the steam 
for the petals. All the petals sit on the same level making a 
central core for entrances, this helps control flow and provides 
safety measures for teachers to control who enters and leaves 
the spaces. Two ramps (one wheelchair accessible) connect the 
play area to the outdoor play area allowing children to intermix 
between the interior and exterior. 

Figure 172. Entrances and Exits (Photo by author). Figure 173. Movement (Photo by author). 
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scenario one

storage and 
toilets

total area:  190m2

capacity:   30 students, 3 staff
area per student:  6.33m2
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hadid techniques that were applied: active learning strategies that are present: M.O.E design strategies:

overlapping folding

seamless smooth

amorphous mass manipulation

role playing forum theatre

brain-storming interactive lecture

think-pair-share peer review

direct presentation

investigate creative

construction structured

self-assessment clarification pauses performance
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Figure 175. Atm
ospheric Collage of scenario one (Photo by author).
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scenario two

total area:  278m2

capacity:   30 students, 3 staff
area per student:  9.26m2

 

Figure 176. Abstract floorplan of scenario two (Photo by author).

hadid techniques that were applied: active learning strategies that are present: M.O.E design strategies:

fragmentation overlapping

explosion collision

shattering kinetic

individual brain-storming

quiet investigate

structured dialogue

clarification pauses “minute paper”

peer review

jigsaw discussion inquiry learning

think-pair-share
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Figure 177. Atm
ospheric Collage of scenario two (Photo by author).
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scenario three

storage and 
toilets

total area:  211m2

capacity:   30 students, 3 staff
area per student:  7.03m2

 

Figure 178. Abstract floorplan of scenario three (Photo by author).

hadid techniques that were applied: M.O.E design strategies:active learning strategies that are present:

space line formation

colour placement folding

kinetic mass manipulation

clarification pauses think-pair share

peer reviews hands-on-technology

co-operative groups large group discussions

gatherings presentation

meetings creative

performance free-formed

group evaluations interactive learning
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scenario four

total area:  224m2

capacity:   30 students, 3 staff
area per student:  7.46m2
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hadid techniques that were applied: active learning strategies that are present: M.O.E design strategies:

space block

juxtaposition abstraction

incline defying gravity

cantilever

jigsaw discussion co-operative groups

inquiry learning case studies

experiential learning

creative investigate

construction free-formed
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Figure 183 &184. Atmospheric Collage of scenario four (Photo by author).
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staff kitchen/
lounge area

staff toilets

staff desk

scenario five

total area:  338m2

capacity:   20 staff, 50 parents
area per person:  4.83sm2
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hadid techniques that were applied: M.O.E design strategies:active learning strategies that are present:

distortion deformation

seamless incline

smooth calligraphy role playing forum theatre

presentation direct

gatherings meeting

display performance

experiential learning case studies

large group discussions co-operative groups
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outdoor play area total area:  284m2

capacity:   55 students
area per student:  5.16m2

(this total is only for design outdoor area, there is more green 
space and outdoor staircase that can hold all (120) students).
 

Figure 188. Abstract floorplan of outdoor play area (Photo by author).

hadid techniques that were applied: active learning strategies that are present: M.O.E design strategies:

space block

melting erosion

folding incline inquiry learning

creative free-formed

performance

smooth multiple bases

role playing forum theatre

experiential learning case studies
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architectural plans
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scenario five

staff desk

staff toilets

staff kitchen and 
lounge area

outdoor play area
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Figure 199. Abstract painting with overlaid sketches showing the formal shapes 
from each scenario complied together that will be used in the final design 
(Drawing by author).
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conclusion

This project set out to address the problem of anonymous representation in New Zealand educational architecture and the growing detachment of identity 
and pride within these facilities. It was hypothesised that the techniques of Hadid and designing spaces based on the employed learning theories may help 
overcome this problem as children could engage and learn through the architecture rather than perceive it as just the boundary walls. This highlighted the 
importance of built pedagogy and as the theories of active learning prioritise learning through experience, it was investigated and relied on to generate the 
programme for the design proposal.

Through research it became apparent that the typology to be tested was an early childhood facility due to the extreme anonymity within majority of the New 
Zealand institutions. It became imperative that the design techniques were to be tested on site, therefore, the move to design an early childhood facility in 
Silverdale was driven by the community surroundings (e.g. hospice) and the complex nature of the site. The design concepts were able to take a more literal 
approach which resulted in various tests and experiments with Hadid’s techniques and strategies. Through research of the site, it was noted that Te Aranga 
Design Principles and relation to the Mana Whenua was of high importance, however as the project was initially site less this was not addressed in great detail. 
This part of the project remains as an ongoing exploration and will be identified further in conjunction with biophilic design strategies. It became apparent 
that the awareness of biophilic strategies was of high importance and relevance, therefore, further research and investigation into how this may affect a child’s 
ability to learn is viable and of ongoing interest.   

Constraints and limitations became apparent as the typology and site selection was reduced to one, however, this was significantly important to show in order 
to understand and demonstrate how Hadid’s techniques informed the pedagogical built environment. Accordingly, if this research project was extended 
beyond the original scope it would expand to test different learning theories on different levels of education (high school and tertiary). 

Merits of dynamic and flexible techniques are evident in a small number of New Zealand educational facilities, such as Chrysalis Childcare Centre, however the 
question of how these learning environments could be designed using learning theories to encourage children to engage and learn through their physical 
environment is still largely undefined. Hadid’s design techniques were crucial and successfully highlighted the need for educational architecture to be 
considered based on the employed learning theories that offer rich spaces and encourage creative and playful learning methods. The true success of this project 
could only be shown through physical form and how a child may engage within the architecture, however through atmospheric sketches and architectural 
plans the scenarios created successfully demonstrate flexible, dynamic and transformational learning environments. 

It became apparent that the scenarios created hold elements that could be used in all types of schooling (e.g. scenario two – fragmented desk spaces). Hence, the 
ongoing aim is to incorporate the methodology into different level of education to demonstrate how these methods may translate into different programmatic 
requirements. Architecture has the power to transform the everyday and the norm and to encourage the importance of learning. The methods and techniques 
drawn from this research can be utilised for all future projects to create an architectural outcome that can truly benefit the New Zealand education system.  
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Figure 57. Heydar Aliyev Centre, Photograph by Iwan Baan, from ArchDaily, “Heydar Aliyev Centre/ Zaha 
Hadid Architects,” accessed October 12, 2020. https://www.archdaily.com/448774/heydar-aliyev-center-za-
ha-hadid-architects.

Figure 58. Part II: The Anonymity and the Impact. By author.

Figure 59. M.O.E Learning Spaces. By author.

Figure 60. Zaha Hadid’s techniques applied to the generic interior classroom layout. By author. 

Figure 61. Kindergarten City. By author.

Figure 62. Sketches to understand how Zaha Hadid’s techniques could look from the exterior and how these could 
be applied to Kindergarten city to enhance the design. By author. 

Figure 63 & 64. Sarreguemines Nursery, Photograph by Michel Grasso and Paul Le Quernec, from ArchDaily, 
“Sarreguemines Nursery / Michel Grasso + Paul Le Quernec,” accessed October 12, 2020. https://www.
archdaily.com/178954/sarreguemines-nursery-michel-grasso. 

Figure 65. Choun Choun Kim 2 Kindergarten, Photograph by Hiroyuki Oki, from ArchDaily, “Chuon Chuon 
Kim 2 Kindergarten / KIENTRUC O,” accessed October 12, 2020. https://www.archdaily.com/894344/chuon-
chuon-kim-2-kindergarten-kientruc-o.

Figure 66 & 67. Chrysalis Childcare Centre, Photograph by Collingridge and Smith Architects, from Arch-
Daily, “Chrysalis Childcare Centre / Collingridge and Smith Architects,” accessed October 12, 2020. https://
www.archdaily.com/616502/chrysalis-childcare-centre-collingridge-and-smith-architects.

Figure 68 & 69. Sarreguemines Nursery, Photograph by Michel Grasso and Paul Le Quernec, from ArchDaily, 
“Sarreguemines Nursery / Michel Grasso + Paul Le Quernec,” accessed October 12, 2020. https://www.
archdaily.com/178954/sarreguemines-nursery-michel-grasso. 

Figure 70. Hadid techniques that are present in Sarreguemines Nursery. By author.

Figure 71 & 72. Choun Choun Kim 2 Kindergarten, Photograph by Hiroyuki Oki, from ArchDaily, “Chuon 
Chuon Kim 2 Kindergarten / KIENTRUC O,” accessed October 12, 2020. https://www.archdaily.com/894344/
chuon-chuon-kim-2-kindergarten-kientruc-o.

Figure 73. Hadid techniques that are present in Choun Choun Kim 2 Kindergarten. By author.

Figure 74 & 75. Chrysalis Childcare Centre, Photograph by Collingridge and Smith Architects, from Arch-
Daily, “Chrysalis Childcare Centre / Collingridge and Smith Architects,” accessed October 12, 2020. https://
www.archdaily.com/616502/chrysalis-childcare-centre-collingridge-and-smith-architects.

Figure 76. Hadid techniques that are present in Chrysalis Childcare Centre. By author.

Figure 77. Part III: Methodology and design opportunities that contribute to learning. By author.

Figure 78 & 79. Example of built pedagogy at the Melbourne School of Design, Photograph by Peter Ben-

netts, from Architecture and Design, “Built pedagogy”: school teaches students through its architecture,” accessed 
October 12, 2020. https://www.architectureanddesign.com.au/projects/education-research/built-pedago-
gy-design-school-teaches-students-thro#.

Figure 80. Active Learning Strategies. By author.

Figure 81. Part IV: Design Response. By author.

Figure 82. Scenario one. By author.

Figure 83. Scenario two. By author.

Figure 84. Scenario three. By author.

Figure 85. Scenario four. By author.

Figure 86. Scenario five. By author.

Figure 87 & 88. Abstract representation of both sites, comparing views, sun path, surroundings and nature. 
By author.

Figure 89. Wynyard Quarter Timeline Ariel Shots Collage, Photograph by Auckland Council, from Auckland 
Council GeoMaps, “Jellicoe Street - Wynyard Quarter,” accessed October 12, 2020. https://geomapspublic.
aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/viewer/index.html.

Figure 90. Wynyard Quarter Ariel Shot, Photograph by Auckland Council, from Auckland Council GeoMaps, 
“Jellicoe Street - Wynyard Quarter,” accessed October 12, 2020. https://geomapspublic.aucklandcouncil.
govt.nz/viewer/index.html.

Figure 91. Wynyard Quarter Building Footprints and Road Marks. By author.

Figure 92. Wynyard Quarter Carparks, Pedestrian crossing and selected site(black). By author.

Figure 93. Wynyard Quarter Zoning. By author.

Figure 94. Wynyard Quarter Water and Landscaping connection. By author.

Figure 95. Wynyard Quarter Contours. By author.

Figure 96. Silverdale Timeline Ariel Shots Collage, Photograph by Auckland Council, from Auckland Council 
GeoMaps, “Te Awa Place - Red Beach,” accessed October 12, 2020. https://geomapspublic.aucklandcoun-
cil.govt.nz/viewer/index.html. 

Figure 97. Silverdale Ariel Shot, Photograph by Auckland Council, from Auckland Council GeoMaps, “Te 
Awa Place - Red Beach,” accessed October 12, 2020. https://geomapspublic.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/
viewer/index.html. 

Figure 98. Silverdale Building Footprints and Road Marks. By author.

Figure 99. Silverdale Medical/ Hospice connection, shared road and selected site(black). By author.

Figure 100. Silverdale Zoning. By author.

Figure 101. Silverdale Water and Landscaping connection. By author.

Figure 102. Silverdale Contours. By author.

Figure 103-107. Wynyard Quarter concept creations 1-5. By author.

Figure 108-112. Silverdale concepts creations 1-5. By author.

Figure 113-117. Wynyard Quarter exploration of forms 1-5. By author.

Figure 118-122. Silverdale exploration of forms 1-5. By author.

Figure 123-146. Models tested physical on site with modifications tested using different mediums. All 
these tests and modifications relate back to Hadid’s design process. By author.

Figure 147. Part V: Design Development. By author.

Figure 148. Landmark and Cultural Map. By author.

Figure 149-156. Tests on site to understand the journey, form and scale of the chosen concept. By author.

Figure 157. The successful test. By author.

Figure 158. Glassfibre Reinforced Concrete, Photograph by Aalborq Portland Belqium, from Material 
District, “GRC- Glassfibre Reinforced Concrete,” accessed October 12, 2020. https://materialdistrict.com/
material/grc-glassfibre-reinforced-concrete/.

Figure 159. Ethylene Tetrafluoroethylene, Photograph by Holscot Fluoroplastics, from Holscot, “ETFE Panel 
System,” accessed October 12, 2020. https://www.etfeproducts.co.uk/horticultural-etfe/etfe-panels-ryewa-
ter-nursery/.

Figure 160. Polyurethane Foam, Photography by Indiamart, from Indiamaty, “Flexible Polyure-
thane Foam,” accessed October 12, 2020. https://www.indiamart.com/proddetail/flexible-polyure-
thane-foam-16893922612.html. 

Figure 161. Turf, Photograph by Supreme Lawns, from Supreme Lawns, “Multi-Sports Colours,” accessed 
October 12, 2020. https://www.supremelawns.co.uk/products/multi-sports-colours-white-15-00-per-sqm

Figure 162-164. Structural Details. By author.

Figure 165. Site plan. By author. 

Figure 166. Form and Scenario Placement. By author. 

Figure 167. Floor Levels and Contours. By author.  

Figure 168. Fencing. By author. 

Figure 169. Windows. By author. 

Figure 170. Landscaping. By author. 

Figure 171. Sun Path. By author. 

Figure 172. Entrances and Exits. By author. 

Figure 173. Movement. By author. 

Figure 174. Abstract floorplan of scenario one. By author.

Figure 175. Atmospheric Collage of scenario one. By author.

Figure 176. Abstract floorplan of scenario two. By author.

Figure 177. Atmospheric Collage of scenario two. By author.

Figure 178. Abstract floorplan of scenario three. By author.

Figure 179 & 180. Atmospheric Collage of scenario three. By author.

Figure 181 & 182. Abstract floorplan of scenario four. By author.

Figure 183 & 184. Atmospheric Collage of scenario four. By author.

Figure 185. Abstract floorplan of scenario five. By author.

Figure 186 & 187. Atmospheric Collage of scenario five. By author.

Figure 188. Abstract floorplan of outdoor play area. By author.

Figure 189 & 190. Atmospheric Collage of outdoor play area. By author.

Figure 191-196. Architectural plans. By author.

Figure 197. Site Plan. By Author.

Figure 198. Section cut of design proposal. By author.

Figure 199.Abstract painting with overlaid sketches showing the formal shapes from each scenario com-
plied together that will be used in the final design. By author.

Figure 200. Part VI: Final Design. By author.

Figure 201. Teaching Methods Diagram. By author.
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Hadid was considered to be one of the most, if not the most, influential female architects of her time. She created an empire for her name starting Zaha Hadid Architects in 1980, 
now housing over 50 international award-winning projects.1 Always found at the heart of innovation, Hadid was considered to have one of the most inventive minds in the 
architectural field.2 In an interview with Vladimir Belogolovsky, Hadid described her time during the ’60s as being optimistic, believing in “modernisation, westernisation, [and] 
industrialisation.”3 Hadid’s interest in architecture grew as her father was solicitous about the housing projects in Iraq.4 

In 1971, Hadid moved to London and started study at the Architectural Association under her two mentors, Rem Koolhaas and Elia Zenghalis.5 During her time at the Architectural 
Association in London, Hadid’s fascination grew when discovering the Russian avant-garde and the Suprematism of Kazimir Malevich’s artwork. The Russian avant-garde was 
developed in the early twentieth century, introducing strategies where traditional architecture was radically distorted, unlocking an enormous amount of design possibilities.6 The 
artwork of Malevich was a reaction of the Russian avant-garde; simple geometric forms were taken and placed to conflict one another. There was no hierarchy to the forms with 
conflicting axis and overlapping objects. This invoked Hadid to explore the connections between the controlled style of high modernism, to the uncontrolled style of the Russian 
avant-garde.7

In the 1920s the new modern movement, including constructivism, was introduced. Corrupting the Russian avant-garde with purity and removing ornamentation to reveal the 
integrity of the structure beneath. Formal design was to follow functional requirements.8 Hadid’s interest within the two architectural movements became the basis for her thesis 
project, titled Malevich’s Tektonik (1977). Hadid modified Kazimir Malevich’s Alpha Architekton model, to exist as a hotel that sat over the Hungerford bridge in London.9 During an 
interview, Hadid explains Suprematism to involve the use of painting, geometry and colour to achieve ‘total simplicity.’10 She achieved this using a colour palette of black, white, red 
and blue to create an abstract interpretation of Malevich’s white plaster forms.11 In 1928, Kazimir Malevich stated, “we can only be aware of space if we break away from the earth 

1  “About Us,” Zaha Hadid Architects, accessed July 5, 2020, https://www.zaha-hadid.com/archive/#about-us.
2 Greg Lynn, “Foreword,” in Zaha Hadid Text and References, ed. G. Fontana-Giusti and P. Schumacher (London: Thomas Manss & Company, 2004), 5.
3 Vladimir Belogolovsky, “Zaha Hadid. Interview by Vladimir Belogolovsky,” www.archi.ru, updated August 31, 2008, https://archi.ru/en/8497/zaha-hadid-intervyu-i-tekst-vladimira-belogolovskogo.
4 Belogolovsky, “Zaha Hadid.”.
5 Alan Yentob, “Zaha Hadid - Who Dares Wins,” Lemak Enami, 2016, YouTube Video, 20:05, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXvt5LQMK9M&list=FL1wpd6lflO29TMXf48d_zbQ&index=5&t=10s.
6 Philip Johnson and Mark Wigley, Deconstructivist Architecture (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1988), 11.
7 Johnson and Wigley, Deconstructivist Architecture, 7-16.
8 Johnson and Wigley, Deconstructivist Architecture, 16.
9 Harry Francis Mallgrave and David Goodman, An Introduction to Architectural Theory: 1968 to the Present (Chichester: John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 2011), 152.
10 Zaha Hadid, “1/2 Zaha Hadid on Kazimir Malevich - Secret Knowledge,” Art Documentaries, 2015, YouTube Video, 3:25, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yye33DucQvw&list=FL1wpd6lflO29TMXf48d_
 zbQ&index=9.
11 Mallgrave and Goodman, An Introduction to Architectural Theory: 1968 to the Present, 152.
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if the fulcrum disappears.”12 Hadid took this statement quite literally explaining Malevich’s Tektonik as the actual tectonics being fragmented and broken, acting as they are orbiting the 
earth before landing.13 

It was also during the 1980s that Deconstructivism was introduced. Alongside Hadid, Frank Gehry, Rem Koolhaas, Peter Eisenman and many more found themselves within this style. 
Eisenman describes deconstructivism as ‘the between’: the untraditional within the traditional, the inaesthetic within the aesthetic and the uncovering of the displacement within the 
system.14 Instead of the modernist belief that form follows function, it now became function follows deformation.15 In the text Deconstructivist Architecture, Mark Wigley describes 
deconstructive architecture as distinguishing both the modern mainstream (constructivism) and the unconventional methods of architecture (Russian avant-garde).16 

  

Hadid’s, The Peak (1983) was a luxurious private club located at the highest point in Hong Kong. Through a series of paintings that explained the journey of the slabs,17 Hadid had won the 
design competition which ultimately raised her profile in the world of architecture. Using similar techniques as her thesis, Hadid took informal geometric shapes, superimposing them 
upon one another to create multiple layers for a series of different programmes. Hadid explains the paintings to show different abstract stories of the slabs which fly over the ‘confetti’ like 
paintings of Hong Kong. These are surrounded by all the elements of the interiors floating around to then finally all come together and engage within the landscape.18

Hadid’s first project, The Peak, caught the attention of Schumacher19, who worked along with Hadid from this point on. The Vitra Fire Station (1993), was Zaha Hadid Architects first 
architectural build and identified her as a deconstructive architect by using ideas of abstraction, fragmentation and deconstruction, Hadid designed the structure to act as though it 
defies gravity. Hans Ulrich Obrist explains the Vitra as seeing objects being frozen and objects being in movement20 as the tilted panels overlap and impose one another and relate to 
Suprematism as they create tension and suspense. Hadid’s career kept expanding over the years and her name was internationally known as she was leaving her mark in the architectural 
industry. Her name to this date is still known as one of the only internationally known female architects as she continues to inspire and amaze the world even after her death in 2016. 

12 Hadid , “1/2 (with Sound) Zaha Hadid on Kazimir Malevich - Secret Knowledge,” 8:45.
13 Alan Yentob, “Zaha Hadid - Who Dares Wins,” Lemak Enami, 2016, YouTube Video, 23:09, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXvt5LQMK9M&list=FL1wpd6lflO29TMXf48d_zbQ&index=5&t=10s.
14 Mallgrave and Goodman, An Introduction to Architectural Theory: 1968 to the Present, 152.
15 Johnson and Wigley, Deconstructivist Architecture, 19.
16 Johnson and Wigley, Deconstructivist Architecture, 18.
17 Mallgrave and Goodman, An Introduction to Architectural Theory: 1968 to the Present, 152.
18 Zaha Hadid, “2/2 Zaha Hadid on Kazimir Malevich - Secret Knowledge,” Art Documentaries, 2015, YouTube Video, 3:40,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lg1b_n9IKUo&list=FL1wpd6lflO29TMXf48d_zbQ&in
 dex=10.
19 Yentob, “Zaha Hadid - Who Dares Wins,” 29:35. 
20 Hans Ulrich Obrist, “Zaha Hadid: Sketching the Future,” HENI Talks, 2018, YouTube Video, 6:00, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GW3CDwcv-X8&list=FL1wpd6lflO29TMXf48d_zbQ&index=8.

the fame

Worldwide, there are eight common teaching methods, these can be divided into four categories as shown 
on the following diagram: 21

Teacher- Centred Approach- Teachers are the primary authority figure, the centre of all learning, the expert. 

Student-Centred Approach- The teacher is an authority figure however offers the suitable type of learning and 
as an equally role to the student during the learning process allowing for co-operative learning strategies. 

High- Tech Approach to Learning- Utilises new and modern technology to aid the student through their 
learning journey, involving computer programmes, VR systems, etc.

Low- Tech Approach to Learning- Requires physical presence and regular interaction between the student 
and teacher

Direct Instruction – the generic teaching method through a lecture format, oral and presentation, generally 
led by the teacher.

Flipped Classrooms – the learning methods are flipped, students are required to watch pre-recorded lectures 
before class time, then work alongside the teacher to solve the homework problems during class time. 

Kinesthetics Learning – learning through movement, the students are required to create, make or do 
something. Known as ‘hands-on learning.’

Differentiated Instruction – the teacher specifically tailors the learning to each students’ requirements.  

Inquiry-based Learning – students are required to search for their answers; teachers are there as supportive 
roles; however, do not act as the authoritative figure.  

Expeditionary Learning – Students engage with the learning; they go on journeys and experiences that help 
them problem-solve in the real world. 

Personalised Learning – Learning plans are created for the student to follow; the plans are adapted to suit 
their specific interests and skillset. This teaches the student self-direction and engages them to focus on their 
interests. 

Game-based Learning – Students become more active when learning as it encourages them to level up; 
they become ‘masters’ in that topic. This method requires students to use their skill sets to become problem 
solvers rather than worry about their overall grade. 

21  “Teaching Methods,” Teach.com, accessed July 21, 2020, https://teach.com/what/teachers-know/teaching-methods/.
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Figure 201. Teaching Methods Diagram (Diagram by author).
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According to Jerome Bruner there are five different types of learners. These learners each require different needs and different environments for their optimal 
learning ability. Bruner states “it is absurd to insist that every theory of learning is utterly domain-specific, that nothing general can be said about learners or 
learning or learning environments.”22 The learner is just as important as the environment and methods as every student adapts differently to what is being taught 
and each have their own way of understanding information, therefore, it is vital to design flexible and fluid spaces suitable for all different types of learners. 
Bruner describes these different types as:23

1. Tabula rasa – the student learns through experience rather than through oral presentation or text.

2. Hypothesis generator – Similar to Tabula rasa, the student learns through experience; however, he or she is selective when allowing which to enter. The 
selection can be due to several different theories, such as wish fulfilment, ego defence, etc. 

3. Nativism – The student’s mind will search through a cluster of information to find a more in-depth and richer connection to reality. Their mind is formed 
from previous underlying experiences. 

4. Constructivism – A more structured way of learning where the student is taught that there is a structure behind everything. For example, the world was 
not found, but it was made. 

5. Novice-to-Expert – If the student wants to find out more about learning, they must find an ‘expert’ who knows the scope well, then look for a ‘novice’ 
and see how they can get there.

22  Jerome Bruner, “Models of the Learner,” Educational Horizons 64, no. 4 (1986): 198, https://www.jstor.org/stable/20027892. 
23  Bruner, “Models of the Learner,” 198-199.

different types of learners It is necessary to consider the determining factors that can influence the mood of a child when learning. There 
is evidence showing that the physical characteristics of a school can impact the students learning ability. In the 
report, Clever Classrooms, by Professor Peter Barrett, Dr Yufan Zhang, Dr Fay Davies and Dr Lucinda Barrett, they 
found evidence to believe that light, temperature, air quality, flexibility and colour could alter the students learning 
patterns.24     

Light - The right amount of natural light is essential to provide mental and physical comfort.

Air Quality - The air quality within a learning environment needs to be regularly ventilated by fresh air to avoid 
students from breathing in any pollutants that could cause health issues. Rooms of a larger volume or significant 
connection to the outdoors are beneficial as they are less likely to contain a high level of carbon dioxide causing poor 
air quality. 

Temperature - High/ low temperatures or increase in humidity can cause significant discomfort for a student and 
their teacher, causing a decrease in their attention span. Alongside a mechanical heating and cooling system, there 
are design features that can be added to the structure to help control this issue. 

Sound -Dependent on the size, shape and furniture within a room, the acoustic echo can be modified. The type of 
learning that will take place in an area will help to determine the size and shape of the room.  

Flexibility - When a room is complex or simple in shape, the furniture and layout need to create a variety of different 
learning zones to adapt to the pedagogical approaches the teacher or student may want to use. 

24 Peter Barrett, Yufan Zhang, Fay Davies and Lucinda Barrett, Clever Classrooms : Summary Report of the HEAD Project, a Report for 
 the University of Salford Manchester,  February 2015, 14-15, http://usir.salford.ac.uk/id/eprint/35221/1/120515%20Clever%20
 Classrooms.pdf.
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The history of early childhood education in New Zealand is predominantly the history of women’s advocacy. In the book, Introduction to the History of 
New Zealand Education, Elizabeth Rata and Ros Sullivan describe early childhood facilities as commonly found small scaled, out of sight houses, homes 
and halls25 which is still reflected in society today. Historical documents suggest that early infant schools were introduced into New Zealand by the 
missionaries (in 1832) to tame the Maori children as missionaries believed they lacked discipline.26 The infant schools were created to give Maori mothers 
clear guidance by not only civilising the child but the young Maori mother too. After New Zealand became a part of the British Empire in 1840, British 
social reformer, Jean Jacques Rousseau introduced the idea that systematic education could be used as a tool to mould the ‘perfect’ human being.27 
Rousseau also believed nature to be the ‘master of all life’, making New Zealand the ideal geographic location to create the ‘perfect’ human being.28

The Education Act was introduced in 1877 which made education compulsory in New Zealand, yet this did not include education for younger children. 
In the 1980s, the Kindergarten Association was established in Dunedin due the demand for more working-class women and extreme poverty. Other 
kindergartens started to sprout around New Zealand, and it became clear that trained teachers were required to fill the gap of the mother.29

Early childhood education was only introduced into the mainstream in 1986 as the responsibility was transferred to the Department of Education from 
the Department of Social Welfare.30 Early childhood education has high Government interest nationally and internationally and the M.O.E has shown this 
importance through The Early Learning 10 Year Strategic Plan (2019-2029). The purpose of the plan is to provide a public learning sector that offers all 
children with high-quality learning while supporting their religion, culture and identity. This project looks at future design opportunities that align with 
the 10 Year Strategic Plan as little information is provided in accordance to designing the education facility. 

25  Elizabeth Rata and Ros Sullivan, Introduction to the History of New Zealand Education (Auckland: Pearson, 2009), 31.
26  Rata and Sullivan, Introduction to the History of New Zealand Education, 33.
27  Rata and Sullivan, Introduction to the History of New Zealand Education, 34.
28  Rata and Sullivan, Introduction to the History of New Zealand Education, 34.
29  Rata and Sullivan, Introduction to the History of New Zealand Education, 35-36.
30  Rata and Sullivan, Introduction to the History of New Zealand Education, 32.

the history of early childhood education
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Early childhood is the period considered as the ‘golden age’ as during the ages of 0-6 is when the brain develops and gains skill rapidly. During this 
time one of the basic needs for a child is education,31 therefore, incorporating the strategies of active learning at a younger age will help children 
transition smoothly throughout the education structure. If education providers are unable to meet student’s development requirements (too easy or 
too stressful) there is a possibility to cause strain on that child and results in depression or stress.32 All factors must be considered when designing for 
younger children and incorporating design strategies that support cognitive development will help in the maturing of a child’s mindset, enabling them 
to understand and solve simple problems.33 

Jean Piaget is a biologist from Switzerland who studied daily activities performed by young children. Piaget found that young children learn through 
curiosity and exploration and developed a series of stages for cognitive development, believing that 2-6 year-old children belong in the preoperational 
stage. Children this age begin to engage with ‘play’ and find meanings to objects as they learn to manipulate and understand thoughts. Lev Semenovich 
Vygotsky, a Russian Psychologist, believed that social and cultural interaction improved cognitive abilities as it allowed children to gain a wide range 
of knowledge and intellectual tools.34 Heredity and environmental factors are the two main aspects that affect a child’s cognitive development35 and 
nature has the ability to help them mature socially, cognitively and physically in a more natural and healthy way.36 

31 Eka Rizki Amalia and Salis Khoiriyati, “Effective Learning Activities To Improve Early Childhood Cognitive Development,” Al-Athfal : Jurnal Pendidikan Anak 4, no. 1 (2018): 
 103, https://doi.org/10.14421/al-athfal.2018.41-07.
32 Amalia and Khoiriyati, “ Effective Learning Activities To Improve Early Childhood Cognitive Development,” 103-104.
33 Amalia and Khoiriyati, “ Effective Learning Activities To Improve Early Childhood Cognitive Development,” 104.
34 Amalia and Khoiriyati, “ Effective Learning Activities To Improve Early Childhood Cognitive Development,” 106-110.
35 Amalia Amalia and Khoiriyati, “ Effective Learning Activities To Improve Early Childhood Cognitive Development,” 105.
36 Ibrahim H Acar, “Early Childhood Development and Education Through Nature-Child Interactions : A Conceptual Paper,” The International Journal of Educational 
 Researchers 4, no. 2 (2013): 1.
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M.O.E – Ministry of Education

Active Learning Methods: 37

Clarification Pauses  -   A literal stop, pause or change in learning. Letting information sink in and clarification is provided later if required.  

Writing Activities  -   Repetition of what the teacher taught the student, taking a moment to stop and let the students refresh on a subject, e.g. “Minute Paper.”

Self-Assessment  -   A quiz, review or list is checked off to see if students have a clear understanding of the subject.

Group Evaluation & Peer Review  -   Students evaluate each other’s work, allowing them to receive feedback and gain skills from one another.

Co-Operative Groups in Class & Large Group Discussions & Active Review Sessions  -   Sharing ideas in a large group, creating more opinions. Creating an argument or 
discussion within the classroom from an idea/ opinion.

Think-Pair-Share  -   Students receive a problem to discuss in pairs; they may have different opinions or the same, which allows for healthy class discussion.

Experiential Learning & Case Studies  -   Showing connection to the real world, creating a more realistic transition for students.

Brainstorming  -   The idea of exploring all possibilities with no limits, coming up with many different ideas and exploring all horizons of a topic.

Hands-on-technology  -   Using modern technology to enhance learning, e.g. VR systems. An abstract representation where kids can experience actions through movement.

Interactive Lecture  -   The connection students make with the problem and the material. Interaction allows students to be hands-on.

Role-Playing & Forum Theatre  -   The idea to act out a scenario, allowing them to gain a better understanding of the situation.

Jigsaw Discussion  -   The subject is divided into smaller categories, allows students to work in teams and gain leadership and management skills

Inquiry Learning  -   Students are encouraged to use an investigative approach, breaking down and understanding the idea and relating it to the main subject. 

Te Aranga Design Principles:38 

Taiao – The natural environment is protected or enhanced

Mauri Tu- Environmental health is protected or enhanced

Tohu- Significant sites and cultural landmarks are identified

37  Lisa Maurice-Takerei and Helen Anderson, Designs for Leanring: Teaching in Adult, Tertiary and Vocational Education (Auckland: Dunmore Publishing Ltd, 2016), 64-67.
38  “Te Aranga Design Principles,” Auckland Design Manual, Auckland Council, accessed September 27, 2020, http://www.aucklanddesignmanual.co.nz/design-subjects/maori-design/te_aranga_
  principles#/design-subjects/maori-design/te_aranga_principles/guidance/whakapapa_names_naming.
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